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Three Million Bushels of Corn

By Gilbert H. Ahlgren and John C. Anderson

MORE than 90 million acres of land have been used for growing corn

in the United States every year since 1943. This is about one-

quarter of all the land under cultivation in the country, and it gives an

annual harvest of approximately three billion bushels. Corn is grown in

every state in the Union and, to some extent at least, on three out of

every four farms.

The golden grain which Columbus discovered in the New World is

America—wheat, oats, barley, rye, buckwheat, and sorghum—combined.

compared with 1,020 pounds for wheat, 1,150 for barley, arid 1,148 for

oats. (These figures are for 1945.)



Of the estimated world output of five billion bushels of corn, the United

States now produces about 60 percent. Europe (outside of Russia)

raises almost half a billion bushels; South America a little less-^20 mil-

lion; Africa 240 million. (Recent figures for Russia are not available.)

Only once previous to 1943. and that was in 1920. did the American

country experienced floods and cold wet weather in spring, then suffered

from heat and drought later in the season. Nevertheless, corn remains

our greatest crop. During the past four years its annual value on the

farm has been 3J4 billion dollars. Many factors have contributed to its

•y. Tt is believed to have

early by the Mayan, Totonac', Canari, Inca, and Aztec Indian tribes.

Many of these cultures included a goddess of maize called Cintelo. Tribal

worship of corn was common, and this custom indicates the dependence

placed in this crop by the Indians of Central America and elsewhere. The

The early explorers visiting Central America discovered corn and

brought it back to Europe, but there it became at first only a garden

curiosity. The American colonists, however, driven by hunger, were

Squanto helping the Pilgrims to plant corn and to fertilize it by placing

a dead fish under each hill. The corn crops of those precarious days helped

the colonists survive the hard winters when bitter cold and dread starva-

Prior to the white man's coming, the American Indian had developed
corn of all of the types that are known today—dent, flint, sweet, flour, pod
and popcorn. The white man's contribution has been better tools' for

tillage, more knowledge in fertilizing, and improved methods of culture
and harvesting. Of all the grain crops, corn has reached the highest

of our food supply.

Back in the days when the Indians of the Northeast were yet contesting
the ability of the white man to take his hunting and fishing grounds from



him, the success of the corn crop often decided whether the winter would

the Indian country to destroy the corn crop there, was the best peace

insurance the settlers had, since the Indians would be kept so busy during

the winter hunting and fishing for food that they had no time to fight.

and more prolific plants. Corn is an easily cross-pollinated plant, hence

the American Indian had ample opportunity to observe and select different

types of corn. Flour corn, which is made up mostly of soft starch, was of

great importance because it was easily ground' into corn meal. Sweet corn

satisfied the Indian's sweet tooth, and popcorn was probably enjoyed as

much by the red men as by the white. The limiting and selecting effect

of climate also helped to develop the different corn types and varieties.

•;--^bBk jfthLW***d4fc



days and others 24 feet tall which require 11 montl

The color of most corn grain is yellow-orange. B

pearly white, lemon yellow and white-capped yell.

3neTtwo feet'talTw^ch'm'ature in 70

reauire 11 months to reach maturity.

;ut red, purple, blue,

Mor rent char tudied h

n 8,000

id as far south

i 10 inches of

geneticists. The Russian plant explorers are said to hav

Corn is grown as far north as latitude S8°N. in Canad

as latitude 40° S. in South America. It is produced tx

at an altitude of over 12,000 feet. Corn can be raised

grown over the earth's surface than any other cereal crop. Every month

of the year sees corn being harvested somewhere in the world. These

More than 75 per cent of the American corn crop is grown in the north

central states in the area commonly called the "Corn Belt." Here the deep

growing season, combined with an annual rainfall ranging from 20 to 45

inches, provide superior growing conditions. Those areas in the United

States having 3 to 6 inches of rainfall each month for June, July and

needed for silking and tasseling of the plants. During this critical period

an inch of rainfall literally can be worth a million dollars if the area

states. Average yields in Iowa in 1946 were 60 bushels per acre, in Nev
Mexico 17 bushels. Alabama 15.5 bushels, New Jersey 45 bushels am
Minnesota 45.5 bushels.

Corn Hybrids to the Forefront

Hybrid corn seed is now being planted on seven out of every ten acre;
of corn land. Hybrids have been almost universally adopted wherever "thei

superiority has been proved. Iowa is reported growing 100 per cent
hybrid corn, Illinois and Indiana 99 per cent, and most other Corn Belt
states over 90 per cent. Many of the southern states, being slow to adot
the hybrids, still plant mostly open-pollinated corn. The phenomen.
increase in the percentage acreage of hybrids in the United States is show'
in the graph on the opposite page.
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Almost 62 million acres are planted with hybrid seed. About eight mil-

lion bushels, or 448 million pounds, of seed are required for planting. The

Producing Hybrid Seed

reliably stable in their characteristics. This is accomplished by selling or

inbreeding a field of corn—that is, using pollen only from the same plant

strain is obtained in which all the plants are highly
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farmers for theii

The corn bre«
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the double cross. Seed of tl
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is sold to

r by hand
This method ii

jred line on isolated plots, free of foreign corn pollen, and
permitting these plants to cross-pollinate freely. Hand-pollinated seed

of purity.

The original corn hybrids produced back in the early 1900s were single

crosses made expensively by hand pollination. Dr. D. F. Jones of the

WW



t Stat:

osscs and are more adaptable to varying field

fart that 30 to 50 bushels of double cross seed could be grown for the

same cost as 5 to 10 bushels of single cross seed. Of all the hundreds

The single and double cross" seed is graded for size and shape and tested

Corn occupies a prominent place in the labor requirements of 60 to 70

middle of June in the northern latitudes. In America most farms are

mechanized for this work with corn planters. There are one-row, two-row,

four-row and even larger planters available, but the two-row planter is the

Over much of the United States fertilizers are applied to the soil for

growing corn. Some farmers apply as little as 100 pounds and others as

much as a ton per acre. The United States Department of Agriculture

estimated in 1942 that 2.2 million tons of fertilizers were being used each

bushel crop of corn that we now generally have requires 1,800,000 tons of

nitrogen. 675,000 of phosphoric oxide and 1,500,000 of potash. Extra

fertility for the corn comes from farm manures, plant refuse, and the





Normally, cultivating must follow planting if the crop is to be succe

ful. Most farmers must cultivate three or four times to control wet
adequately. Their tractors run at the rate of three or four miles per he
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18 miles in cultivating a single acre of corn. On this basis, 400,000,000

iles are traveled annually by American farmers in fighting the weed
enace to the corn crop. Farm tractors use about 300 million gallons

Recently agricultural scientists have put an old chemical, 2, 4-D (di-

iraying about a pound of 2, 4-D per acre on the soil soon after the corn

complete charge. Hot days during July and August with enough r

regularly help make three billion bushel corn crops. Cold weather ;

dry weather, such as occurred in 1947, can ruin the best predictions ;

i, the

Vi to 1 pound there are about 700 to 1,000 billion ears t

ir husks and stored each fall. There are from 7 to

n each acre of land. Thousands of mechanical con

nade finger:

'

them into wag;ons or trucks driv<;n alongside. But even in this mecl

age about 23 rnillion n are husked by ha

i stan<1 these in c

before huskin:gand
The Nation al Hui the Corn Belt a

the largest cr rorld. This con

likewise the n uelling of s; testants husking

speed for 80 tninute: 3t periods or time c

The Manifold Uses of Corn

More than two billion bushels of corn, or 80 percent of the crop, is

consumed directly as feed for livestock. A large part of the remainder is

corn gluten meal, from different parts of the kernel, corn oil. cake meal,



In all, H. T.

Walden, editor of Cora, published by the Corn Industries Research Foun-

dation, estimates that 88 percent of our total crop is used eventually for

food. This is equal to 148 billion pounds, or 1,100 pounds of corn per

person per year in the United States. Few of us realize that, in addition

and out of the popper, we
e equivalent of three pounds of corn every day in the

! Probably not United Stat<

the American appetite than any other single crop.
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The stalks and leaves of corn are used for packing material, paper,

paperboard and wallboard. The cobs finely ground are used for cleaning

The micro-organisms which produce penicillin and streptomyci

crease their yields of these wonder chemicals ten fold when the steep

These are only a small portion of the uses of the golden grain. Is i



Japanese ^Paper-Plant for 'Bold Foliage

In cMild-Qlimate Plantings

By B. C. Blackburn.

'"THE handsome shrub that is known as the Japanese paper-plant (Fatsia

two French botanists in 1854. With questionable accuracy and complete

"yatt su-deh"—refers to the palmately lobed leaves, which usually show

Washington, D. C, though it has done well on Long Island.. Frost does

te. like the flowers, and the





<A ZNote on the &arly £ife

Of RobertS. Williams

DURING my intermittent stays at the New
after 1923, I was always attracted to a mo

: New York Botanical Gar
and reticent scho

an elderly, bearded man with a youthful spring to his gait, keen blue ei

and a strikingly gentle voice that bespoke all his actions. This man i

Robert Statham Williams, by profession a bryologist but bv avocation

old-fashioned naturalist throughout his long life.
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Seaweeds For (Decoration

By Harold J. Humm

ONE of the expedients of the professional botanist that has been rather

widely adopted by amateurs is the preparation of seaweeds on paper

quisite detail will arouse the interest of everyone who sees them, particularly

when they are displayed on the wall in an appropriate frame. One who
displays mounted seaweeds often has difficulty convincing his friends that

the frame actually contains pressed seaweeds and not a carefully exe-

cuted watercolor. The natural colors of these marine plants, although not

permanent, will usually last a number of years if they do not receive

Even those who make only an occasional visit to the seashore can make

kept in the dark, they will not fade for many months. The collector can

New York Bitan£al° Garden of^tembe?^944. '" *
"""^ °



Vital Statistics About Marine Algae



Of coursf

may be said to have stems, and some have structures that are remarkably

like the leaves of land plants. They reproduce by single-celled bodies

called spores. They also produce eggs and sperms but a fertilized egg cell

Most seaweeds can be separated into the three groups at sight, but there

or brown in color. Actually, the groups are not separated on the basis of

uous, especially the kelps. In warmer waters, red algae predomin-

i the greens are also more conspicuous and numerous. The brown

ire best represented in warmer waters by members of the genus

sum ("gulfweed"), characterized by spherical, berry-like floats or

Iders. Some species grow attached to rocks along the shore, but the

t abundance is to be found in the Sargasso Sea and Gulf Stream,

rely) attached to anything solid.

pleteness. Since many species are seasonal, certain ones are found only

to occur along the shores of the northeastern states, about 200 off North

Carolina (names of some of these have not yet been published), and more

than 400 have been found in Florida. Many species present in New Eng-

many species found in Florida grow as far north as North Carolina, espe-

cially in summer. A few are found along the entire Atlantic coast of the

southern Florida.

The Technique of Collecting

The seaweed collector should be equipped with a bucket, jars for keeping

hip boots if the water is cold. Too much warning cannot be given against

oysters and barnacles. A heavy cloth bag with shoulder straps is often

The variety of s.



place and date of collection,

can be placed in the water v

between high

and o

seaweeds grow attached to solid objects, some

: lines, others below the low tide level. Rocks,

and shallow flats littered with stones and shells make the best

collecting places, but successful collecting can be done at such places only

when the tide is low. Collections can be made at times with rising or high

be careful to include only fresh, living material. Most seaweeds that wash

ashore are worthless.

low tides of the month along the Atlantic seaboard occur immediately

after new and full moon, when there are two or three days of below-

Materials Needed by the Collector

plant driers (a heavy grade of blotting paper), newspapers, and a board

press at one time. The disadvantage of using them is that the corruga-

tions tend to impress themselves into the specimen sheet rather permanently

if sufficient weight or pressure is applied to obtain a good result. Single

newspaper sheets, folded in the center and used the same as when drying

good quality is essential. Two brands found suitable are "Waxtex" and

"Cut-Rite."

Herbarium paper can be obtained from scientific supply companies, or

suitable paper can be bought at any print shop by asking for rag content

ledger paper of 72 pound substance or slightly heavier, or index paper of

the same weight. Ledger paper, however, is better. Full-sized herbarium

portions, according *to the size of the specimen.

The pan or tray in which mounting is done should be two to four inches

deep and of such dimensions that the largest sheet desired will He flat in





their color quickly.

Material that cannot be mounted within a few hours after collection

should be preserved by adding one part formaldehyde (U. S. P. 40 per-

cent, obtainable at drug stores) to 24 parts of sea water. Preserved ma-

terial should be stored in darkness as soon as possible.

The Mounting Procedure

if properly pressed, only occasionally does the collector have to glue them

adhering mounts.

penciled data at the bottom if desired, should be plunged into the 'water

edgewise and under the specimen. It is best to wet the entire surface of

the paper immediately to prevent warping. The seaweed should be cen-

tered on the paper and arranged to look natural. Paper and specimen

must then be lifted carefully from the pan. Some collectors use a thin

board or piece of slate under the paper, but the operation can be done

and slowly lifting, letting the water run off at all sides. If this is clone

Final arrangement is accomplished with the paper on a flat, clean sur-

face, using whatever implement the situation suggests. A medicine drop-

per is handy. Drops of water on portions of the specimen, especially if

the paper is tilted a little, will often cause branches to fan out. Foreign
particles can be washed off. A dissecting needle is often necessary to

arrange branches. Sometimes a camel's hair brush is useful. Another
expedient is to hold the paper at an angle and dip various portions of it

assume a natural and attractive position. Much of the beauty of the

finished specimen depends upon the care exercised at this stage of the work.

size as the specimen sheet should be applied, beginning at one end. With
delicatejieaweeds, further arranging can be done by gently tapping the

r for;
eady



Two P ; -sof d < blot

on a board of the same dimensions. A single newspaper
the center should be placed on the blotters and the specimei

the newspaper. Two or three blotters should then be add.

newspaper for the next sheet. This will retain most of tl

upon the pile and considerable weight added. Two concr

suffice. Professional botanists often prefer less weight tha

requi

is employed. Blotters should be thoroughly dried before re-use.

until they are thoroughly dry. The paper should then be peeled from the

base of the plant upward toward the outer branches by pulling the edges

of the paper directly forward to avoid a lifting effect. Should the speci-

the peeling cautiously continued.' There is considerable variation in the

tendency of seaweeds to stick by their own mucilage. Some must be glued



purposes will want to know the correct names of what he collects. Mai
algae of the Atlantic Coast are included in one or more of three wor
"Marine Algae of the Northeastern Coast of North America" by W.
Taylor, "Marine Algae of Beaufort, N. C, and Adjacent Regions"

W. D. Hovt, and "Marine Algae of Florida" by Taylor. The latter t

are out of print, but can be consulted in botanical libraries. All three

well illustrated and contain keys. Technical terminology will baffle

Hoyt's

The Pacific Coast algae are thoroughly treated in "Marine Algae of the

Pacific Coast of North America" by W. A. Setchell and N. I.. Gardner,

and by the more recent "Marine Algae of the Monterey Peninsula" by

G. M. Smith. Smith's book contains a glossary, a workable key to the

Doty in Farlowia for January and July, 1947, deals with the marine algae

of Oregon. The periodical is available from Harvard University.

Seaweeds on Exhibit



How Rhipsalis, an (American Qactus,

cMay Have Reached cAfrica

By Harold E. Anthony

THE Cactus family (Cactaceae) is usually regarded as a group con-

fined to the Western Hemisphere. Succulent plants very much like

cacti in general appearance grow in Africa, but they belong to the Euphor-

order for them. Several species of Rhipsalis, however, a cactus of epiphytic

habit, have been reported from scattered localities in Africa, nearby islands,

and even from Ceylon, and for many years these have been a puzzle to

Rhipsalis in an African Rain Forest

In 1946 I saw Rhipsalis in Nyasaland. 1
.

2 It was September, and Len
Brass and I were camped on Cholo mountain. This region lies in a belt of

heavier rainfall than most of Nyasaland and there are extensive tea

Cholo mountain rises to an elevation of some 5,000 feet and the upper

The strangler fig has taken possession there and is the dominant element,

reaching four to five feet in diameter, is a conspicuous feature of the

forest. But the fig trees, with their many interlaced structures favoring

Rhipsalis.

ment, had been studying the wealth of plant life loaded on the limbs and in

the crevices overhead. These intriguing collections were too high above the

ground for us to reach, and not even the trained native tree climbers who
accompanied Brass could scale these big trees. We wondered how we
could get a close look. Luck was with us for we soon encountered a fallen



Throughout the stay in Nyasaland I had my eyes peeled for succulents

and also had a pretty good idea of what I might expect to see. It had not

entered my mind that Rhipsalis was a possibility because the localities I

a great surprise to see clumps of what resembled Rhipsalis cassutha in

the rich epiphytic flora of this forest.

The fallen fig tree provided a fair number of small to medium plants

carrying a few flowers and scattered fruit. While the plants were thrifty.

1 would not term them luxuriant. To judge from what we could see from

Cholo mountain. We noted it growing also on a huge rock associated with

mall fer >. The
congenial site, however, and the plants of Rhipsalis were small, the stems

reddish from the sun. Probably the occurrence of this cactus on the rock

could be attributed to birds, because we saw no plants overhead or nearby.

Some days later we found Rhipsalis on the limbs of Brachystegih, an

than that of the rain fo'rest. Brachystegia is deciduous and the discovery

or so from the rain forest of Cholo and it was probably another instance of

bird transport from the humid, shaded colonies of Rhipsalis there.

shallow ravine of the Nswadzi River, perhaps three miles as the bird flies

from Cholo rain forest and a thousand or two feet lower in altitude. In

this narrow strip of forest there were occasional fair-sized fig trees. The
boughs of these trees were well shaded and on one of them I found an

exceptionally large and happy plant of Rhipsalis. It was not very far

of the plant both in situ, where the poor light and adjacent foliage made
it inconspicuous, and after it was brought out on the road. This environ-

Lt Of tl i fore:

Specimens of these plants are now in the New York E il Garden

Where Did They Come From?

How did these plants of Rhipsalis—or their ancestors—get to this inland
:

orest in Nyasaland and to other sections of Africa and adjacent Asia?

"

e de France (1912), translated by Elizabeth G.



in Africa as direct imports from America, with migratory birds as the

carriers. In this translation there is an initialed footnote by Nathaniel

Lord Britton saying: "M. Roland-Gosselin's bold explanation of the

occurrence of these Rhipsalis species of Cactaceae in tropical Asia and

Africa, the family being otherwise American in distribution, is an ira-

Further, Britton and Rose, in "The Cactaceae" (Vol. 4, p. 220, 1923),

French author that the first seeds were brought from America by migratory

The Routes of Migratory Birds

First, what land birds migrate from America to Africa? None of the

between the West Indies (or continental America) and Africa. The entire

Land t
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occasions stray individuals find their way across, usually as the result of

storms. It is therefore necessary to consider such a random visitor as the

Historic or Geologic Time

Of second consideration is the matter of time. Naturalists can cite many

waifs which reach a new environment. Many oceanic islands receive their

instances gives clues as to the time'of arrival of these strays. If the intro-

duction took place in geologic time, as opposed to historic time (time for

which there is a written record), almost invariably there is marked differ-

Moreover, if Rhipsalis could reach Africa via a stray bird from America,

years ago. Furthermore, if this could happen once, the probabilities favor

of island faunas and floras supports them—we should expect the African

species of Rhipsalis to show varying degrees of differentiation from their

New World relatives. The earliest arrival in Africa should be decidedly

But the African specimens of Rhipsalis all are either identical with or

so similar to American species that they must have reached Africa but

Bird Supplementing Man

There is a theory which accounts for African Rhipsalis which seems to

me to eliminate the obstacles I have cited. Some of the species of Rhipsalis

have been well known for a great many years. For example, the species

cassutha, which in the New World occurs from Florida southward and is

that man himself brought the first Rhipsalis (plant or seed) to Africa
and that from this introduction the birds, in this instance migratory ones,

have spread the seeds. The localities in Africa from which Rhipsalis is



from America. These must either beat their way around the Cape c

across the Kalahari Desert or some similarly inhospitable expanse to reacl

for example, Madagascar.



Man moved many plants around the world in the early 1800's. Tt is

reasonable to argue that he brought Rhipsalis to South Africa. Even

if he brought it only to southern Kurope, he presented an opportunity for

the Old World migratory birds to transport the seeds. Considerable specu-

lation along the avenues thus opened might be advanced, but these are left

cMargarine and Its (Constituents

SINCE the first oleomargarine was developed in France around eighty

years ago, the product has undergone mutations which have elevated

its status from that of a substitute for butter to one of recognition for its

own value. Also it has changed from a purely animal product to one which,

in America at least, is derived principally from the fats and oils of plants.

Napoleon III for an agreeable substitute for the expensive butter that the

French liked so well to use in their cooking.

If the monarch seems to have had the common man and woman in mind,

in urging a cheaper table fat to be produced for them, it was largely be-

cause of his need for capitalist support. He was unable to get the support

made principally from the softer part of beef fat.*



factured in the United States, and in 1876 Congress passed the well known
Oleomargarine Act, which to producers and dealers just outside the dairy

industry, and also to consumers, still is creating problems and difficulties.

Hirers, wholesale dealers, and retail stores are piled on top of the Federal

a pound for colored.

vegetable oils for the coconut oil. The coconut oil margarine was too hard

to spread below 55° F. and never maintained its shape in hot weather, as

properties, little of practical value was accomplished. This result probably

stimulated efforts to find how to treat our own vegetable oils so that they

could be used in place of coconut oil.

Is by th

sally, t

using refined whale oil.

lo inoculate pasteurized, cooled skim milk with lactic acid bacteria and
to hold it at 20° C. (68° F.) until the butter flavor has been fully developed.

The specially hydrogenated oil or mixture of the oils already mentioned

and kneaded to a homogeneous mass. Any excess of moisture separated

from it by this treatment is removed. After incorporation of salt and other

minor but important ingredients, not previously added, the margarine is



The "minor ingredients" to which reference has been made include

emulsification aides, stabilizers, and anti-oxidents which improve the keep-

margarine began over twenty years ago, but since about 1937, when a

better-flavored concentrate—sometimes containing as much as a million

have been added. The vitamin content, in fact, is 'more reliable than that

The manufacture of the ingredients and of the margarine itself is cor

iucted under laboratory control, and the equipment as well as the factorie

i that margarine today

J^iquid cManure from a Spigot

A Description of a Convenient, Home-Made Device

LAST summer visitors to our garden completely overlooked the un-

familiar flowers which are my special pleasure, to observe a labor-

to copy for themselves. It is, I think, the perfect solution to the liquid

manure problem. Here is how it is made.
Have a spigot soldered into the base of a galvanized ashcan of 5 or 10

gallons capacity. Place the can on a bench near a water tap, for convenient

refilling. Suspend a bag of manure from a strong rod (which can also be

soldered in, if preferred) across the top; fill with water and replace the

at hand to apply whenever needed, with very little effort, no odor, and nary

a fly. An extra can or two fixed in this manner may prove useful.

This efficient contraption is equally convenient for keeping on hand,
already mixed, the different sprays that one too often needs. I pass the

idea on to others in the hope it will lessen their labors and make them
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Who Wants the Elm Trees Saved

By Carol H. Woodward

JUST as hop? begins to dawn for more effective means of holding the

Dutch elm disease in check and thereby saving one of the finest features

of the American landscape, a new disease strikes this country's favorite

shade tree and threatens it with even more rapid extermination than the

serious pest. At present, although positive measures of control are not

yet established, there is reason to believe that with continued research and

concentrated effort toward protection of our trees,, the elm-destroying

fungus, Ceratostomella Ulmi* can be held within reasonable bounds.

takes quick toll of an infected tree. It has leaped into five new middle

western states in a four-year period, traveling chiefly along river valleys,



serve as a barrier. It now occurs in more than a dozen states.

Vector of Phloem Necrosis Discovered

Until 1947, no one knew what agent caused the spread of the disease,

was accomplished with the elm leaf hopper Scaphoideus luteolus. The

where Dr. R. R. Whitten is Senior Entomologist in charge. A paper by

W. L. Baker on the leaf hopper as the probable transmitting agent, or

from southeastern Nebraska, Kansas, and Oklahoma eastward to. West

Jackson,' Miss. It is also believed to 'be in northern Alabama. So far, no

infected tree has survived. Death is sudden, often in less than a year, and

ment has yet been found effective ; not even healthy, vigorous elms are
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immune to the virus, which affects the phloem, the soft conductive tissu

just outside the cambium layer. It is through the phloem that nutrient

are conveyed from the leaves down through the branches and trunk.

Until this year, the principal hope has seemed to lie in finding elm:

that are resistant to the disease. Now that the leaf hopper is believed l<

be the vector, a second course of action may be the'waging of a fight agains

this culprit.

fact that the first official reports of both phloem necrosis and the

irtness of the foresters and plant pathologists there, rather than a

dead elms in Ohio, but it was not until three years later that the source

from Europe to New York. Baltimore, Norfolk, and New Orleans for

The Dutch elm disease has taken its heaviest toll in the northeastern

states. It is not found in western New York or western Pennsylvania, but

is likely to follow wherever the beetle makes a new invasion of territory.

Recently a heavy infection has occurred in eastern Canada. Onlv five

years ago the area afflicted with the Dutch elm disease was 18,000 square

miles. Today (as of May 1947) it is 48,085 square miles, extending

from New England to the Middle West. The territory has more than



Conservative, unofficial estimates place the number of trees that ha^

been killed by Ceratostomella Ulmi in the past fifteen years at 150,00

Some observers give a much higher figure.

Beetles Which Carry the Disease

Were it not for a tiny -beetle which had established itself in this counti

nearly half a century before the fungus was known to have arrived, tt

Dutch elm disease would not be a matter of great concern. But this sma

European bark beetle, Scohlus multistriatus, is the principal carrier t

the Dutch elm disease. There is also a native American bark beetl

Hylurgopinus rufipes, which also penetrates trunks and branches of elm

The bark beetles carry the fungus on or in their bodies. It does them

be on the female's body when she bores through the bark of an elm,

It will extend its threads and spores into the wavy transverse tunnels

made between the wood and bark by her hungry brood after the grubs have

hatched. When in the spring these grubs, transformed into beetles, bore

their way out through the bark, they carry the fungus with them.

The first goal of the Scolytus beetles is a feeding place, and this they

readily find on the nearest elm, where they nibble, sometimes at the buds,

but generally into the soft wood in the crotches of twigs. It is at this

body, (



•am for control. In 1945, the New York beetles

n April. Workers who had planned to complett



sures against the beetles by May 1 were caught unawares, and the insects

had an extra month in which to infect healthy elms when they were most

among elms because of the fungus carried by the beetles. New York State's

March. The record of the past year in New York State gives evidence

Danger of Weakened Trees

At breeding time, the bark beetles have a special fondness for trees that

have been weakened by one cause or another, such as lack of needed nutri-

ents or attacks by insect pests and plant diseases, including the Dutch elm
disease itself. A tree that has been freshly cut or a pile of elm lumber

with the bark in place also makes a nice comfortable home for an elm

bark beetle family. The wood of an ailing tree or of recently felled trees

has just the right amount of moisture and is less resistant to the mandibles

of the female beetle when she starts to bore through the bark in her

search for a nesting site. A vigorous, healthy tree will be shunned by a

1,000 feet) 3 she may be forced to abandon her egg-laying for the season,

reduce the number of elm bark beetles.

In the late 1930's a process known as silviciding was adopted to poison

weakened trees in which bark beetles otherwise might breed. The trunk

was girdled and a chemical which would kill the tree was applied to the



ttind. Tens of thousands of s

How Control is Being Attempted

d of the fungus and of

Agriculture or Forestry, someti

Gradually, Federal support for the work subsided, as relief moneys

burden alone, with only the help of local authorities and private property
owners. All control work was stopped by the United States Department of

ground that it had been ineffective in preventing spread of the disease.

The principal work of the Federal Government now is to maintain research

groups in New Jersey and Ohio and an identification laboratory at East
Orange, New Jersey. To this place, anyone in the United States who has

State or local park, forest, and shade tree authorities now do what their

' dangerous points of infection, but when an afflicted tree or a pile of

irivate property, all they can do is to point out
' trust that he has the interest of his own

ently a

with the bark

obj.

f the scouts find dead or dving trees or piles of e

n place, measures should be taken at once to eliminate these sources o

nfection. So far, there is little hope of rescuing a diseased tree. Tb
:ct the surrounding trees that are still healthy.

Property owners, on the whole, have been co-operative. According t<





In Connecticut, one of the most seriously afflicted states, where there is

an estimated total of nearly 10,000 undiagnosed cases, in addition to 4,100

tree care rests entirely with each town, except that on state property dis-

Whilc in most of the states the towns are generally able to take care of

Moreover, the physical problem even under the best of conditions, for

removing diseased trees between the time infection is noted and the time

when the next generation of beetles emerges, is so great as to be almost



that are slowly feeding and growing in their tunnels directly beneath. 3 But

if they art- allowed to remain protected until they are mature, as beetles

they will bore their way out and promptly fly to a healthy tree where they

will implant the sticky fungus spores they are bearing on their bodies.

Hope for the Future Through Experimental Research

Haven are convinced that the future of our elm trees, so far as the Dutch

infection and to prolong the life and reduce the virulence of the disease

to discourage the elm bark beetles by blowing a high-powered mist of

DDT into their trees. The beetles, they maintain, will not feed in a tree

with the poison on the tree. These, like the Connecticut experiments, are

still in an embryonic stage, but they are promising.

The town of Englewood, N. J., was used in 1947 as an experimental

plot. Approximately 2,300 trees were sprayed with various combinations

and concentrations of DDT to ascertain the benefits that could be derived

in the control of bark beetle feeding. While a maximum dosage of one-

quarter pound of DDT to an average-sized tree (one of 50 inches cir-

cumference 4 feet above the ground), was found insufficient to curb the

beetles, the experiments will be continued in 1948 in the hope of arriving

Dutch elm disease, the United States Department of Agriculture suggests

2% DDT emulsion applied so as to completely cover the bark surface of an



a more ready prey to bark beetles at breeding time are leaf-eating insects

also leaf-spot diseases, poor soil with lack of needed fertilizers, insufficien

moisture, presence of illuminating gas in the soil, smoky atmosphere, roo

injury from grading and building operations, and failure to prune off dea(

wood from otherwise healthy trees.

of which he is Plant Pathologist, has kept the people well informed as to

the need of protecting their elm trees from the weakening effects of pests

handling a tree that is suspected of being a victim of Dutch elm disease.

small tree in an open woodlot to $150 or even several hundred dollars for ;

arge tree where wires, buildings, or other plants must be protected

boxes, crossties, and farm purposes, as well as for veneer. If more

extensive commercial use could be found for the elm wood, the problem



discuss joint action for the control of the "

Maine has not yet been invaded by the

beetle, and has no Dutch elm disease. K

have been requested to send in samples to the State Entomologist, Dr
H. B. Peirson, if any trees are under suspicion. The latest fear is that th«



stern corner of the state. Federal scouts originally were employed;

ording to one report, the towns of Vermont have removed all their

nuch wider area or take hold in the splendid street plantings of such

I Man
havefeared. So far, the Vermont trees afflicted with Dutch

all been small wild trees. The story would be different with the tall old

elms of the villages. As a preventive, therefore, the Division of Plant Pest

1948, in an attempt to kill off the European bark beetles, which have be-

come well established in the southern part of the state. Vermont is en-

heavy infestations of both European and American elm bark beetles have

been found.

While Rhode Island, with the exception of one tree, has escaped invasion

by the Dutch elm disease, the state is enough concerned about the future of

its 78,000 elms on or near its streets and highways to establish a scouting,

and the State College at Kingston co-operating. At the State College, a full-

DDT to repel the < i. This method too,
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To this, Dr. Albert E. Dimond of Conn

of the Massachusetts Department of Agriculture, is sanitation—butt

logs or peeling their bark— for the protection of elms. Considering

the proportion of its known 1,052 infected trees in the past eight year

small. The majority of these have been removed and most of them bur

at a unit cost of $150. Massachusetts has two scientists doing research

Dutch elm disease control and the entire program in the state is car:

out jointly by the State University, the Department of Agriculture. Fed

Identification Laboratory and local units. The University has mailed tr

sands of folders to local groups throughout the state, and has carried

In the States to the South and West

Indiana has suffered from a relapse in control uork. The new cases of

Dutch elm disease found there in 1946 were more than the total found in

all the previous years together, and the size of the infected area was almost

doubled. In Indianapolis, phloem necrosis also occurs.

The bark beetle population is high in the declining trees, which means that

the few survivors are likely to be victims of the Dutch elm disease.

Virginia, where the State removes all trees that are found infected with

Ceratostomella, has been more fortunate. Although Scolytus beetles were



found emerging from logs on the Norfolk docks in 1933 and the disease

, and phloem necrosis was suspected

Louisiana up to May 1947, but the European elm bark beetle '

the northwestern corner of the state in 1946. Nearby Miss

Bark beetles of both kinds



In Ohio, also, control is left largely to the communities, instead of being

to Dr. Roger U. Swingle, Pathologist in the Division of Forest Pathology

eastern Ohio. The measures being considered are spraying with DDT and

destroying dead wood which would make suitable breeding places for bark

(omwctHutSReso.arch Program

'"SSr
icate the publ

Tolled."

i-nt from Dr. .Albert E. Din

*lf is ignorant

f profe

of faith, the Conne aent Station ha:

le Dutch elm disease. The p.rogram

initiated by Dr. j £imes G Hors fall. Head o:f the Departme
Pathology until hi:i appointment: in February 1948 as Dire:ctor oi



Dday. Dr. Dimond has declared fur

The Connecticut station's experiments in chemotherapy have been widelv

discussed in horticultural, arboricultural, and scientific periodicals in the

past year or so. Methods are improving, results are becoming more

symptoms of the fungus will not be exhibited in the tree

Briefly, according to the latest report from this station, the story is this:

years, only a very small part has gone into research. About 75% of this

sum, in fact, was relief money, appropriated for the purpose of employing

men, and not for any other specific purpose. It is the opinion of Dr. P. P.

Pirone, the Botanical Garden's Plant Pathologist, who was one of the



Planting Problem,

n arises as to whether park departments and individua

e planting elms. Some say not, particularly in the phloe
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I. By Keeping Healthy Elms Healthy

to the fungus that causes nectria canke . Moreover. it lacks the graceful

rican eln . TheU.
of Agriculture, how ver, has found a number of Ameri an elm trees



^Propagation of Qarden Qhrysantha

"IT is well knowi

The usual method of propagation consists of it

inches long from the top of the shoots which develo]

cuttings are placed in boxes or flats, generally of :

1 for this purpose i

A better method i;

fall and keep them in a fros

;reat deal of v

: off all excess dust prior to insertion of the

ledium. From the sand or vermiculite, the

ft the mother plants from the beds late in the

ilproof hotbed or coldframe until spring. Then
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potting medium should consist of half sand and half soil. The soil should

As soon as they are potted and watered, the cuttings should be covered

with cheesecloth. Thereafter, especially if the plants are subjected to

of water several times' a day. Care should be exercised to prevent the

begin to develop in about ten days. Then the cheesecloth may be removed

and the plants will develop naturally. In this fashion an excellent root

system will be produced, and checks in growth which occur from damage

to roots during transplanting will be eliminated. When set out in the

garden, plants of this character will develop rapidly. The method is

Eliminating Qrabgrass

By R. R. Fensha

CRABGRASS has been a headache to every person who takes pride

in maintaining a fine lawn. It is a tough grass which will stand a lot

of traffic during the summer months, but when fall comes along turns

brown with the first frost and remains brown through the latter part of

The writer inherited practically a 100% crabgrass lawn when he acquired

nuisance in the community. But how was this to be accomplished?

A little reading of the literature on the subject established the fact that

crabgrass is an annual; that is, it reseeds itself every year. Therefore,

season's grass.

After the literature had been exhausted, landscape gardeners, greens-

keepers at golf courses, and other persons were consulted for advice on

the subject. When this information had all been assembled it proved so
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and burn all the seed so it will not germinate in the spring." Another said,

"Don't do that, it won't do any good." Some one suggested, "Plow up the

area and grow a crop of vegetables for a year." Retorted an agricultural

authority, "That won't help much."

just what to do to get a lawn established. Oh yes, most of those consulted

said, "Don't try to establish your lawn in the spring." Late in August
or early September was the proper time to get a lawn started, they all said.

This was in February, and the writer didn't want to delay his lawn until

fall. Finally . in desperation it was decided to go ahead with the establish-

ment of the lawn on a basis of common sense plus scientific facts. Our

so there couldn't be too much mystery about such an accomplishment. The

First Soil samples were collected from the area and given to the County Agricul-



While the different steps of the above operation were being carried

out, the neighbors took a keen interest in the project. Expressions of its

failure. Of course, everybody watched it closely for a week, and when

the family.

the black humus it looked greener than the grass in Ireland. And it kept

right on growing. Finally, when it had reached a height of four or five

It should be noted that the area was not plowed before the lawn was
established. No lime was applied to the soil at the start (nor since its

establishment). The torch or flame was never used to kill the crabgrass

seed in the soil. No rolling has been done during the two years that the

as soon as it became noticeable.

From now on the writer anticipates no further serious trouble with

sign if (he local traffic gets out of hand.

NOTICES AND REVIEWS OF RECENT BOOKS

To Improve the Soil
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Flowers at the Edge of the Polar Ice Cap

The Paradox of Plants that Bloom Vigorously. Without
Soil or Rain, in the Teeth of Cold

Polar Winds

By Rutherford Piatt

'"THESE are some notes from a sort of field trip to photograph and col-

i- lect the plants of the north polar region, and, out of curiosity, to see

what kind of plants grow nearest the North Pole.

Bowdoin, commanded by Donald B. MacMillan, the famous explorer. No

inside uncharted reefs the length of Labrador coast ; crossing stormy Davis

Strait, we reached Greenland ; then worked northward along its west coast

a thousand miles farther north, finding open water on the east flank of the

ice floes of Baffin Bay. We bucked ice and struck rocks—but MacMillan

knew what his stout schooner could do, and always carried us onward.

We traveled almost eight thousand miles round-trip. To do this in the

77





This restless, far-flung odyssev offered a marvelous survey of far-

northern plant distribution. MacMillan did not hesitate to visit off-the-

record spots — places where he himself in all his lifetime of exploration

. had never been. He likes to poke in here and there wherever an unusual

or unknown place beckons. We went to the very head of Inglefield Fjord

in Polar Greenland. We stopped at a great " nameless glacier and its

y; and we anchored inside

Islands off Baffinland.

tensive study. Though we hurried on after a few days or even a few hours

photographed plants from 38 stations : 13 in Labrador, 19 in Greenland,

4 in Baffinland, 2 polar islands.

The Ice Pack of the Polar Regions

Plantwise, the tip-top of the world is bald—not because it is too far

north, or too cold, but because plants do not grow on sterile ice anywhere.

The world wears a white patch of frozen sea on the top of its scalp.

If at the North Pole there were a rocky island, bared of snow by the

powerful polar wind, there would probably be flowers, for the slightest

cracks would afford entry for roots to tap the water released when the

sun melts the surface of the ice. The North Pole would probably bloom at

least with foxtail grass, mouse-eared chickweed, and saxifrage, three

SCENES FROM A PLANT-HUNTING EXPEDITION
IN THE FAR NORTH

On the opposite page

The few people

her three snugly dressed children.



angiosperms which grow on the few acres of low rock of McGarry's Island

in Kane Basin, about 11° from the Pole.

The great ice pack, which McGarry's Island faces, began as Pacific Ocean

There it froze, but it never stopped moving. For all their ponderous

solidity, the thousands of square miles of ice of the Arctic Ocean, harder

than concrete, are borne eastward at the rate of about three miles an hour

across the top of the world on one of the mightiest of the world's ocean

the irresistible thrust of the basic current on which they are borne.

Flowers in the Face of the Ice

It is impossible to imagine a more bitter and exposed habitat for flower-

ing plants. Standing on McGarry's Island at the height of the summer

season, August 8, 1947, I looked upon thousands of square miles of ice

which, beyond the horizon, extended continuously .to the North Pole. A

silent, bitterly cold. Nose and fingers tingled. The wind tore at my
toque and it was hard to hold the camera steady. Yet with the curve of

the rock giving protection in local spots, and slight depressions trapping

fantastically hostile habitats. The growing season on McGarry's in the

is that permit the

East of McGarry's Island, only a few miles to the mainland, the gr;

rim of Greenland raises spectacular cliffs and peaks several thousand

out of treacherous rock-strewn water. Rough beaches, boulder talus sl<

glacier-filled ravines, offer a multitude of habitats protected from the '





Greenland mainland overlooking Kane Basin

:

REFUGE HARBOR, KANE BASIN

Towering granite ridges form a beautiful fjord at the entrance tc

Basin, north end of Baffin Bay. Here at 78°20' is Etah, well knc

Arctic explorers. Once upon a time a map maker put a dot at El

though indicating a community. Since no cartographer has gone t<

to check up, the dot continues to appear on recent maps of Greenland
consists of one miserable little shack with nobody in it. This spec

deserted shack is symbolic of man's foothold where the ship-dest

monster of the polar pack stretches over the world northward, the

icecap of Greenland curves over the skyline eastward, and the glaciei

mountains of Ellesmereland lie westward.
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considerable rain also in southern and mid-Greenland. But far above the

Arctic Circle, from about 76° northward, in the polar region of North

Greenland there is no sphagnum bog, very slight precipitation, no soil in

the usual sense, no groundwater, hence no springs. Conditions for plant

life are unique. There is 'some correspondence with desert vegetation.

Plants form dense clumps, with heavy tap-roots. Leaves are leathery and

thick, conserving their moisture by cutting down transpiration. But the

most unique aspect of polar flora is the extremely miniature size of the

There are a few woody plants, chiefly the Arctic willow, birch, and bil-

berry. The willow and birch have no resemblance to trees, even very

small trees. They form flat mats as though a steam roller had ironed them

out, and their leaves are a fraction of an inch in size.

There is no continuous ground cover, as in other parts of the world. In

characteristically scattered. They snuggle singly beneath the curve of

boulders. From a little distance they are invisible. You have to search

to find them. The airplane visitor of the future who zooms over the

natural rock gardens of North Greenland will declare that the rocks are

Most of Gre is buried by the continental glacier. '

s only 2% of that little known island.

ribbon of pre-Cambrian granite for many hundreds of miles along the

This glows white in the sunlight, but it does'not tower high in the great

life 24 hours a day. With constant temperature, plants have achieved

marvelous vitality and bloom freely in astonishing abundance. Thev are

always to be found on the boulder talus slopes that are very common. These

slopes are often as steep as 45°, and still the plants nest among them. So

avid is plant life in the presence of the bright light and the mineral solu-

tions from the rocks that flowers grow horizontally from cracks in vertical

The s of the sun both day and night, plus



of many brooks. Added to that, every ravine or protected place behind a

reservoir of local water in summer. This water from'melting ice and snow
does not drain downward through the mighty depths of the talus or the

cracked rock—but it is trapped and spreads out just beneath the surface

boulders.

All this is an eloquent exhibit of the fact that plant life can exist with

nothing more than light and free water released by direct radiation of sun-

light. Temperature above the freezing point seems to matter little. Sturdy

herbs grow in the icy air at the face of the glacier, as seen at Etah, where

the radiation of light is intense. Also the freest blooming plants grow
high up on the mountains, where the skylight and rock reflections are at a

maximum—witness the bluebells, cassiope, purple saxifrage, that are always

found high up. They began above 400 feet and grew even more lustily

In closing, let us explore a polar island with my diary notes made at the

END OF BAFFIN BAY



Rhipsalis—cAnd <Plant ^Distributions

In The Southern Hemisphere
By W. H. Camp

T N a recent issue of this Journal our good friend Dr. Harold E. Anthony

an authority on animal distributions should discount the idea, usually ad-

vanced, that the seed of this material was carried eastward across the vast

stretches of the Atlantic bv birds. This is as it shbul'd be, for such glib

explanations have beclouded the main issues of plant dispersal much too'

long. On the other hand, the problem does ramify considerably beyond

christened Rosa laevigata; it is the Cherokee rose of the South and the

state flower of Georgia. We have since learned, and much to our regret,

that it is not native. It has been said that the "Cherokee" rose was carried

down the time-worn trade routes from its real home in China to grace the

ancient gardens of Persia, thence taken to Moorish gardens in Spain, later

brought to Spanish gardens in St. Augustine, Florida, whence it escaped.

In any event, it has become a well established and common plant which

real native.

However, when the plant geographer makes a careful survey of the

facts on a larger scale, he is immediately struck with several items. This

is especially true in the Southern Hemisphere, where the lands are widely

separated by vast stretches of ocean. In the first place there are li

families of plants—usually so specialized in form that there is little pos-

sibility that errors of relationship among their members could be made—
whose distributions are limited to the combined African and South Amer-

ican regions. This list would be greatly increased were we to include those

America, Africa and southern Asia (often with Australia thrown in for



In addition to these 11 families of plants which are limited to what we

might call the Afro-South American region, there are about 95 genera of

species about equally divided. To these 95 might be added an additional

similar that, had they occurred on the same continent, they might well

have been placed in the same -genus. The reason that they usually have not

often, because of' incomplete studies wherein the material' of Africa, for

example, was examined without consulting that of South America at the

total distribution of RM

South America and Africa and also in southern Asia. The
of many of these are so startlinglv similar to the present

e immediately become suspicious of a

5 gener;

1. For example : 5 families of

;tralia-New Zealand and South

i in various other families, have

this same distri

nect South America and Africa, and the 5 families and 35 genera which

similarly connect South America with the Australia-New Zealand area, one

been carried about by man, either as weeds or as ornamentals. In brief,

these 16 families and 130 genera pose a very real problem for those study-

tional subgenera and closely related species-groups in other more widely

There is neither opportunity nor space here to deal adequately with the

factors of plant dispersal. However, these curious and challenging dis-

tributions in the Southern Hemisphere are among the various facts which

myself) to feel that, perh.
-

-
-



papers and various weighty tomes, sometimes with acrimonious arguments,

have been written by biologists and geologists on its pros and cons, much

as geologists and biologists once argued heatedly over another funda-

geologists ultimately settle their part in the present debate over the

mechanics of continental displacement (and many, on the basis of their

no more than present the mass of rapidly accumulating facts concerning

the surprising number of closely related groups (families, genera, and

possibly even a few species) which do have quite natural distributions in

ands of miles of open ocean.

The epiphytic cactus Rhipsalis may have been introduced by man into

Africa from America, much as the seemingly wild Cherokee rose, a native

of China, appears to have been introduced into Florida by the Spaniards.

But such examples of effective plant dispersal by man—effective in that

negate the fact of numerous naturally dispersed disjuncts in other groups.

These constitute the real problems facing the plant geographer.

but little different from some of those of the student of animal distribu-

tion. Backeberg,2 in discussing the situation in Rhipsalis, mentions several

genera of scale insects which are common to South America and Africa,

as well as the snout beetle, Rhyncops, which is common" to South America

and Africa, venturing even beyond India, thus fairly closely paralleling the

present distribution of Rhipsalis. The snake genus Corallus, according to.

this same author, occurs in northern South America (a hotbed of Rhip-

salis) and also in Madagascar (where several form of Rhipsalis have

been described). 3



Ernst Mayr" also notes, for example, the presence of the white-faced

whistling duck in South America, Africa, India ; the Muscovv duck group
in America, Africa, India; and the southern ruddy ducks in Africa, South

Backeberg further refers to Kummer's work on the anatomy and sys-

tematics of the rhipsalids, wherein that author concluded that, with one

exception, the African forms of Rhipsalis are indigenous. In a letter Dr.

Anthony has noted the variability of Rhipsalis now in Africa. The species

But it also must be admitted that—as with the cacti in general—the dif-

ferences between certain species of Rhipsalis rest on rather tenuous char-

acters. What is needed is a re-analysis of the entire genus, complete with

studies—in brief, an examination of all pertinent matters—before this oft

renewed controversy over the African materials of the genus can be settled.

whether or not the African forms of Rhipsalis are indigenous or intro-

of the great number of genera known to have completely natural Afro-

South American distributions, as well as the presence of an additional large

car and also into southern, tropical Asia. These latter, as I have pointed

ings, the presence of disjunct distributions in many predominant Southern

Hemisphere groups—plant and animal—greatly disturbed the students of

the past, such as Hooker, Wallace, Darwin, Guppy, and a host of others.

With the explorations and resultant accumulated knowledge of the past

century, the magnitude of the biotic complexities of these southern con-

and detailed study will be needed before the curious pattern of the dis-

tributional disjunctions of large parts of their floras can (or will be)

fully understood.
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'Plant-Hunting in ZNyasaland

And Botanical Notes on Some Other Parts of Africa

By L. J. Brass

I.

BY AIR TO NYASALAND

FLYING to Africa from New York for the start of the Vernay Nyasa-

land expedition in May 1946, our first sight of the continent was the

desert coast of Rio de Oro, on the great western bulge of the continent.

Utterly desolate and dead, as far as could be made out from the air, the

yellow sand of the Sahara lay under a brassy haze with which it seemed

to merge in the horizonless distance to the east. No evidence of life

At Dakar, a fueling 'stop for our plane, the sparse vegetation, and its

drought-resistant character, indicated a climate still severely dry. Stony,

shrubs such as a Bauhinia and thorny acacias, and a few hardy perennials

and dried-up annuals. Each shrub and herb stood in a little pile of wind-

blown dust which had collected about its base. A coating of the same

buildings.

broken by patches of closed forest as we flew on, at four miles a minute,

scene below.
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ached the boundary 'between Sierra Leone and Liberia. The

reas were clearly the result of shifting native cultivation in a

wise covered with forest. At first it was generally a pale

eady for crops, and by old grassy clearings and others being

new successions of forest growths. Later, as we approached

THE VERNAY NYASALAND EXPEDITION





SCENES FROM ZOMBA AND KASUNGU IN NYASALAND
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the Liberian capital of Monrovia through hard, squally showers,

evidence of human occupation could be seen in a vast dark manl

in airport were big American-owned plantations of Para rubber

The humid air was heavy with the "jungle smells" of burgeoning lif

biologic; world fro

Passing over the Gulf of Guinea, and the equator during the night, we

arrived early next morning at Leopoldville in the Belgian Congo. The

summer rainy season had recently ended here in the lower part of the

Middle-Congo basin, but the great river, fed by far-off sources, ran swollen

and muddy between reedy or forest-fringed banks. Fishing canoes, each

the water's edge as the sun rose red over the river. Women were already

introduction from the American tropics, probably by early Portuguese

traders, cassava, or manioc (Manihot esculenta), has become a staple root

crop over much of tropical Africa. We saw little else in the native gardens

At Leopoldville we waited a week for a plane connection. The highlight

mission at Kisantu, some 70 miles south in the hills toward the border of

Angola. The Jardin d'Essais du Frere Gillet, as it is now called, was
founded in 1899 by the late Brother Justin Gillet, who in 46 years of

through Brother Gillet's mangosteen grove I thought of Dr. David Fair-

of the East Indies to American tables.

Leopoldville's solid white buildings are designed for coolness. Like

Brother Gillet's irrigated garden, its planted palms and shady trees give

SCENES FROM ZOMBA AND KASUNGU
IN NYASALAND

^XiB^rS^^T^£I
^^^^^^^j^^^^^^^^i|



basin is by no means all equatorial rain-forest. We had ample evidence

of this on our 1,000-mile flight on to Elizabethville in the far southeastern

corner of Belgian territory. In all this area, rising from 1,100 feet above

sea level at Leopoldville to 2,000 feet at Luluabourg, halfway stop, and

4,050 feet at Elizabethville, but four large bodies of continuous rain-forest

broades it 25 n

For 800 miles on our course open savannas prevailed. Many small strips

of rain-forest followed streams, and patches of rain-forest occurred on

hilly areas of a country generally consisting of rolling ridges. In the last

"gallery" strips in the watercourses of a shallowly dissected, dryish-

as of endless fields and hedgerows was produced here by a rectangular

ish blocks of savanna, each block more or less completely surrounded by

spreads almost continent-wide over an immense expanse of elevated plateau

lands south of the equator and north of the tropic of Capricorn. There

r Kinda.

We had been told something of Elizabethville, center of the rich copper

mining area of Katanga. But I for one was hardly prepared to find in the

the latest styles from Brussels, and even an agency of Elizabeth Arden.

Elizabethville is on an out-back railroad system on which one mav travel

from Cape Town to the navigable waters of the Congo, and coast-to-coast

from Mozambique to Angola. Plantations of tall, greyish eucalypts looked

much out of place in nature's local color scheme of warm browny-greens.

The native vegetation was dense, shady savanna-woodland with trees about
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30 feet high and a grassy ground cover. The numerous termite mounds,

already mentioned as a feature of the savanna-woodlands, attained a height

of 20 to 25 feet and were the largest we saw on the expedition. One

top. Here, as in Nyasaland, the termite mounds carried trees and other

columnar Euphorbia featured this mound flora, and mottled, sword-

To reach Blantyre we still had to do 1,200 miles of flying; south over

the Rhodesias to Bulawayo, then northeast by way of Salisbury. A descrip-

border toward the Zambezi, then denser again on the higher country of

the nourishing European farming region of Southern Rhodesia. In much
of Northern Rhodesia featureless plains stretched from horizon to horizon.

A brownish haze obscured ground details and accentuated the essential

sameness of the country. The winding Kafue River which we followed to

near its junction with the Zambezi was bordered by open flats which

broadened into a wide grass plain famous for its concentrations of big

game. On its lower course the Kafue dropped into a deep gorge filled with

dark forest—a refreshing sight after the drab monotony of the woodlands.

where we crossed it again near Tete, 400 miles to' the east in Portuguese

Our introduction to Nyasaland,was a brief but impressive lengthwise

view of the straight deep trough of the Great Rift Valley, in which, away
to the north, a hazy shimmer showed the position of Lake Nyasa. Then

above sea level on the Shire* Highlands. Tea and sandwiches were served

a minimum of formality, we set foot on Nyasaland's friendly doorstep.

We had hoped for better conditions of visibility and a more extensive

land holds for the biologist. For there in small space one finds all the

major environments and types of vegetation seen on our flight over Africa,
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10 to 130 miles in width. The dominant central physiographic

is the Great Rift, sunk several thousand feet between rimming

lands, and holding in our area Lake Nyasa, 350 miles long, and tr

River by which the lake drains south to the Zambezi. Numerous m
ranges and isolated peaks and hills rise steeply from the edges of 1

or are set back on its flanking plateau highlands. The swelterinj

of the lower Shire lies less than 200 feet above sea level. Mlai

for comfort. There were days of raw drizzle and mist called "chiparone,'

because of a native belief that such uncomfortable weather could only be ;

visitation from Mt. Chiparone, a solitary high peak over the Portuguese

shrubs in this little outpost town. Never had I seen such brilliant poin

MLANJE AND =OME OF ITS FLOWERS
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In the order of our itinerary, plant collections were made from Zomba

Mountain (7,000 ft.), Mlanje Mountain (9,843 ft.), Nchisi Mountain

(5,400 ft.), Nyika Plateau (7,000 to over 8,000 ft.), Kasungu (3,400 ft.)

on the western plateau lands, the Chia area (1,530 ft.) on the west shore of

Lake Nyasa, Cholo Mountain (4,600 ft.), and Chikwawa (350 ft.) on

COLLECTING ON MLANJE

40-mile drive over the Shire Highlands from Blantyre, mainly through

fish for our native helpers, the staple mealie meal (corn meal) and beans,

native market. But in some other respects, Limbe looked decidedly un-

African. Smoothly clipped, bright green hedges of cypress (Cupressus

lusitanica) from the Mediterranean region surrounded the brick houses

of European residents. Plantations of smooth-boled Eucalyptus saligna,

native in Australia, made splendid growth on the deep red soil, and a patch

Further on, Raphia vinifera, one of Nyasaland's few palms, and of

special interest in that it occurs on the Amazon as well as in tropical Africa,

filled the wet hollows of streams. In the tea-growing district of Cholo,

of Cholo Mountain. Looking out to the east over terraced tea plantations,

fine view of the forbidding, now adjacent blue bulk of Mlanje.
'

cipitously from a base elevation of about 2.100 feet on the Shire High-



lges of Luchenya, Chambe and other small plateaus that rest upon the

anks of the mountain at about 6,000- to 7,000-foot elevations. From
le plateaus rise crowning ridges and peaks of which the highest, the

intral Mlanje Peak, has an altitude of 9,843 feet. The rock is syenite,

in the mouth of the Likubula Gorge, under the western foot of tl

shaded by lines of rain-forest trees. Several large sheds at the depot were

carriers. This valuable timber tree, known only from Mlanje and one

mountain in Southern Rhodesia, is named for Alexander Whyte, who
made the first plant collections on Mlanje in 1891. Vigorous young

There was no shortage of volunteers to carry our boxes and bundles

when we were ready to do the 4,500-foot climb to Luchenva Plateau where

a cottage, one of several on the plateau, had been offered by Mr. Willan



oard on the way. Wirt

;t which was pretty sur
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ear, they would 'also feel safer in the eerie

left us at our destination and started back for Likubula and their villages.

For the first hour we ascended steadily through brachystegia woodlands

in which the big-leaved msuku tree ( Uapaca Kirkiana) , bearer of an edible

fruit, was prominent. After another hour of hot climbing and edging

""
:k slope, a pretty whiteWith the

;e by, unc a bluff, small

The last stunted brachystegias were left behind at 5,600 feet as we cat

Th<

ie gra< venplac

under theWith full plant presses we topped the climb at 6,850 fa

weathered grey mass of the main peak. Sloping below us as we faced into a

keen south wind soon numbing to bare hands and ears lately unaccustomed

to cold, was the ridgy plateau of Luchenya.

The scene reminded me of some of the burnt-out highlands of New
Guinea. Undulating ridges of frost-bitten grassland, smooth as cultivated

forest' almost blackish in the depth of their green. Fires undoubtedly had

been at work. We know a part of the story from Whyte's and other early

records. The
.--...

Nyas; cely SO y

of destruction. The forests had no chance to survive except in the

sheltered moist places where, when we saw them in 1946, they were pro-

tected by Forest Department fire lines.

The Mlanje cypresses grow sometimes in pure stands, sometimes in

scattered order, spreading their lichen-draped crowns far above the broad-

looked very old, were over 100 feet tall, and their trunks, covered with

fibrous bark 3 and 4 inches thick, were up to 6 feet in diameter. Asso-





rather limited number of smaller trees such as species of Aphloia, Royena,

Pygcum, Myrica and a ray-leaved Cussonia,

Mosses and ferns were much in evidence on trees and on the ground.

In the tree tops, mosses formed big cushions, decorated with various small

ferns and orchids. In the moister ravines, mosses enveloped the tree trunks

in a soft covering, beaded with moisture, and, spreading over surface roots

and forest debris, they completely covered the ground in a treacherous

crevices. Delicate filmy ferns ( Hymenophyllaceae ) , aspleniums, and cord-

ferns (Cyathea) occurred on the banks of streams where a mauve 7m-

patiens made patches of color on rock ledges, and the yellowish culms of a

bamboo arched out over the water.

Most of the colorful winter-flowering plants of the mountain were con-

centrated either in dense woody growths that screened the forest edges,

or on neighboring sheltered grasslands. It was pleasant to collect there even

or see more than a few yards along the ground. Brightest of all the forest

border plants was Hypericum lanceolatum, growing to small-tree size and

6 feet high, had white or pinkish flowers. Dissotis and Tephrosia supplied

tints and shades of purple. The small lilac flowers of a Buddleia gave off

which v

eight s]

high ridges of the mountain. The rolling grasslands of Luchenya Plateau

rough pebbly surface that crunches under one's feet like clinkers. The

Above the plateau, and most of the forest, at about 6,500 feet on the

smooth faces of bare rock. Breaking trail through the tussock grasses

u-as hard going, and would have been more difficult but for the runways of

small mammals which made for easy travel when they went in the right

organic soil and hidden under the grass. Bulbous and cormous plants be-

came rather prominent here, among them a delicate pink Dierama, and 'a

red-hot-poker plant (Kniphofia) from whose leaf-fibers the natives make
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A rock-inhabiting plant, to me the most beautiful plant on the mountain,

grew at these altitudes. This was a bushy Helichrysum with silvery white

flowerhcads most delicately flushed with pink. Like several other showy

composites, it was just beginning to open its flowers in mid-July. Another

characteristic rock plant was Vellozia splendors. We did not see the mag-

nificent white flower clusters which inspired the name of this "tree lily."

it flowers in spring. But our natives, knowing the value of its fibrous

ful enough to cut stalks for the wives they had left behind in their villages.

For a description of conditions on one of the high ridges of the moun-

tain, I will quote from my diary for a day on which I climbed to an altitude

of 8,000 feet with my helpers Tambula and Mateyu.

the dwarf trees that grew amongst the rocks, and to fortify my shivering

boys, I issued them a chocolate bar apiece. In the saddle in which we
stood, the crest of the ridge was a jumble of great rocks, weathered and

cracked and piled one upon another. Heightening the grotesque effect of

the elfin wood of wind-clipped little trees growing packed against the rocks

and in cracks between them, was an aloe, perched on top of the rocks,

its leaves curved like crooked spokes of a wheel, and its spikes of bright

'iry plant of the Restionaceae

The Mlanje cypress also occu

shrub habit, with larger cones than the tree form found in the fore,

of tl

Plants of unusual interest turned up every day of our three weeks' stay

on Mlanje. The last plant I collected there was one I had sought from

bracken which had been burned by forest guards a month before. The
plant was Anemone Whvtei, the only member of the genus known from

that part of Africa. I "had found only sterile plants elsewhere, always
"

' ' Like many grassland herbs of the regioi '

ned to need the stimulus of fire to si rtivity.

On the Cov
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(Bacteria Which cMake Their Own £ight

By Frank H. Johnson and Henry Eyring

AMONG all the phenomena exhibited bv living organisms, lumines-

cence, or the production of "cold light," is certainly one of the most

This jubt b
seldom make field trips into the woods on dark nights. Even less familiar,

in these days of modern refrigeration, is the luminescence of dead fish

Under the microscope, the luminescent slime on a dead fish is found to

than about 1/25,000 of an inch long, and slightly less in width. Their

LUMINOUS LETTERING WITH BACTERIA

*LA •

UJMINOUS

MCTERU
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In point of fact, however, bioluminescence is a widespread phenomenon,

and protozoa to fish, include some members that produce cold light. I.umin-

results not from bacteria but from protozoa, jelly-fish, and other small'

biological methods, from luminous dead fish or meat.' Nearly all

iction sets in, if placed in a dish in such a manner that they are partially

imersed in a solution of 3 parts of common table salt to 100 parts of

ater, and then left for two or three days in a refrigerator.

But aside from sheer fascination, and the academic interest or inquiry



There is no oth<

scientific laboratories? The answer is simple.

; a tool, so to speak, of unparalleled efficiency,

igation of biological problems of fundamental importance.

:e is an oxidative reaction in which part of the energy of

ssipated in the form of visible light instead of heat. The

: light faithfully indicates the speed of the reaction, just

rrent. In bioluminescence, a protein catalyst, or enzyme,

:rase, accelerates the oxidation of a substance known as

stem 'is affected at any moment.

tudies have shown that when a solution of sulfanilamide

pension of luminous bacteria, the brightness of the light •

If a light i

is aspergillic acid, affect luminescence, and their potency

;d by this means. Various narcotics — alcohol, ether,

ocaine and others—also affect luminescence. Heat and

:h) profoundly influence the brightness of luminescence,

AN EXPERIMENT WITH LUMINOUS BACTERIA





FISH FOR DINNER? NOT TODAY!

as well as the action of drugs which affect this enzyme system. Moreover,

the effects of different types of drugs are influenced in different manners

by changes in temperature or pressure.

Until as recently as 1935 it would not have been possible to analyze the

action of these several influences, separately or in combination, in relation

to a rational chemical theory. In 1935, however, with the introduction of

the Theory of Absolute Reaction Rates, a fundamental basis for the ra-

tional interpretation of chemical reaction rates became available. This

theory, applicable to all chemical reactions, represents the culmination of

a single equation bridges a gap between our most modern concepts in

these fields of science. It is noteworthy that when, in 1942, the theory

re precise understanding has

with regard to tl which t<

peralure rally.



various changes in the environmental conditions. Moreover, some of the

results which would be anticipated in general, on the basis of the behavior

Df the luminescent system, have already been observed in totally different

influence of temperature, pressure, and drugs. It is reasonable to expect,

Iherefore that studies of bacterial luminescence—originally begun through

NOTICES AND REVIEWS OF RECENT BOOKS
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<Plant'Hunting in ZNyasaland

And Botanical Notes ori Some Other Parts of Africa

By L. J.

III.

PLATEAU, LAKESHORE, AND VALLEY IN NYASALANI

XTYIKA Plateau, 350 miles to

1> side of the Great Rift, carri

the north of Mlanje and on the oj

ies a flora largely different from t

and rounded or crowned with rocks, rise in some places to over 8,000 feet.

The largest and also the highest plateau in Nyasaland, Nyika is seldom

lected there. It was necessary for me to visit it alone, with three field

helpers and a cook, while Mr. Vernay, Dr. Anthony, and Captain Short-

ridge gave their attention to mammal collecting in the big-game country

of Kasungu and the Chia.

My work on Nyika was aided by Major D. N. Smalley, Chief Agri-

cultural Officer of the Northern Province, who allowed me to use the con-

me Native Agricultural Assistant Kachali as a go-between with' the local

headmen and as a guide on the plateau.

Nchena-chena is situated at about 4,200 feet altitude on the southeastern



TWO CHARACTERISTIC TREES OF CHOLO MOUNTAIN



established camp where two grass huts, built by the pyrethrum growers,

offered shelter for my boys, and there was a bit of leveled ground on

This was at an altitude of 7,700 feet on the edge of a boggy bottom
surrounded by smooth grassy ridges in a landscape fairly typical of Nyika.

Except for a few gnarled, lichenous and moss-grown relics on the edge of

part of the plateau, to which my observations were restricted, the present

grassland condition has followed deforestation. Only scraps of forest,

mostly in hollows, are left on this part of the plateau.

It is known that in the first half of the nineteenth century, before the

coming of the white man, marauding hordes of the Angoni, a branch of

the Zulu tribe, overran the neighboring lower country and drove the less

warlike Apoka people to take refuge on Nyika. The Apoka lived there

for a time. A small population on the southwestern part of the plateau,

now known locally as the Nyika, are the descendants of a group of Apoka

the destruction of the forests which must formerly have covered most of

the plateau can be laid to the Apoka and their descendants. By clearing

The rocky, dry-looking hills perhaps supported a limited grassland flora

when the plateau was largely a great forest. The wet, boggy bottoms of

hollows were undoubtedly an "original" habitat for grasses and associated

plants. A view of the present grassland flora suggests stocking in part

By a fortunate decision to go while the going was good, I was able to



SMOOTH GRASSLANDS OF NYIKA'S DEFORESTED PLATEAU

juniper trees known to occur in Nyasaland. The species is Juniperus

proccra, the East African pencil cedar, here at the southern limit of its

recorded range. It is the dominant tall tree of a patch of forest, about

five acres in area, in the valley of a stream called the Uvaghaya. This

little relic of undisturbed forest and a clumped and serried stand of some

hundreds of other trees of the species are all that survive the fires that

gutted or entirely consumed the forest where they started life.

My trip to the juniper forest was made on the one clear day I had in

stay, and for the remainder of the time I groped around in mist and rain,

lands yielded many plants new to the collection. Most exciting of all, and

one of the botanical prizes of the expedition, was a giant Lobelia, growing

;, for exan
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man. We were at Nchisi late in July and again in early September. The
mountain rises from the western escarpment of the Rift and overlooks

Lake Nyasa, 4,000 feet below and distant 20 miles. It terminates in a

sharp ridge with a patch of several hundred acres of rain-fore:

of Piptadenia Buc
.ted by i

plants of the Leguminosae, Labiatae, and such

e of fiber. Froi

ping most of their leaves, in the first week of September the

Dt of color. The young leaves hung limp as if poured from

RELIC PATCH OF JUNIPER FOREST ON r



when the brachy-

fluenced more by temperature, and perhaps length of d

able ground moisture. The dry season is well advanced

stegias burst into leaf. Grass fires also play their part in the process.

They hasten the leaf fall and this is followed by an earlier showing of

After the burnings of the cool months and brief spring the grasses

send up green shoots, and with the fresh young grass appear the bright

flowers of many perennial herbs, while not a sign of new growth shows on

neighboring ground that escaped the fires. These perennials produce their

shoots from blackened woody stubs or from hidden taproots and bulbs.

Down in the flat country of the Chia, on the Lake Nyasa littoral, dif-

ferent species of Brachystcgia combine with Uapaca sansibarica, Parinar-

taller and shadier savanna-woodlands traversed bv open moist flats called

dambas. In one big damba near camp thousands of blue and lilac water-

lilies (Nymphaea) were flowering in an area of open water bordered with

August, when I arrived there, the dry season was too far advanced for

good plant collecting. But in the Chia, the expedition had good hunting

and collected most of its larger mammals. Hartebeeste, waterbuck, reed-

buck, zebra, buffalo and rhino grazed or browsed on abundant green feed

on the burnt country and frequented the waterholes. Leopardr lion, and

scavenging hyaena followed the herbivores and prowled around camp

after dark. Hard-biting tsetse flies were troublesome during the day,

their favorite place of attack being the back of one's neck. I should add,

however, that although very numerous, few if any of the Chia tsetse flies

were of species that carry sleeping sickness to humans.

Our field work ended in the first week of October at Chikwawa, in the

unhealthy lower valley of the Shire River. From the disused boma house

ivindin e S,000-f( s of the carprn.

of the Rift. The air was thick with the smoke fro

burned day and night on the river plains and on the mountainsides.

Temperatures rose to nearly 100' F. in the shade during day and kept

ctive in the field be-We found we could n



FOUR VARIED VIEWS OF NCHISI



reminded one of the picture-book Africa : Pic

lages/the natives cultivated their maize an

flood plains of the river. On highe



white explorer of Nyasaland, saw cotton in cultivation here and visualized

the Shire lowlands as a center of production for the cotton mills of

England, then cut off from major supplies by the War of the States.

Livingstone's dream never came true, but King Cotton does hold modest

The prevailing savanna-woodlands differed strongly in floristics from

those of the higher country. The trees generally were bigger, leaner, and

Acacia albida, appeared in abundance. Others of the larger trees included

Cordyla africana, its orange flowers scenting the still air, Combrctum

grey and green bark like that of a sycamore.

Immense baobab trees, leafless in October, occurred in islands of dry

brushy forest, home of the rare nyala antelope, and in the woodlands.

flowers were visited and perhaps 'pollinated by bats, were common on

low-lying ground. Mr. B. L. Mitchell, Tsetse Control Officer, told us of

It was with regret that we left Nyasaland. Its possibilities for us were

native helpers, and make a last round of calls on the government officials

and the many private residents who had shown friendly interest in our
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genius of Formal garden Design

By Helen M. Fox

IF Andre Le Notre had designed the park at the New York Botanical

j

Garden, the main vista bordered by two tree-lined roads leading out

from the Administration Building, which now terminates in a cross axis,

center of the conservatory. Other roads would have led out from the

doors of the Administration Building. The rock, rose and bulb plantings

would all have been laid out so as to form a geometric unity and fit into

Le Notre was the outstanding designer of classical gardens, which are

also called architectural or formal. No one in this field has ever done so

much work as he or carried out this style so superlatively—that is, no one

known to history. In his 87 years (1613-1700), during the reigns of

Louis XIII and Louis XIV, he remodeled many old gardens and designed

almost all the new parks built in his day. These were situated all over France

Bourges, Meaux, Castres and Paris. The list of his work includes also

the request of Charles II 'and while there arranged to make designs for

Louis XIV was very fond of Le Notre, appreciated his ability, and

his reign as the plays of Moliere and Racine, the poetry of La Fontaine

accomplishments in statecraft of Colbert and in war on the part of the

Prince de Conde and Turenne. Le Notre was always well paid and became

wealthy. Since his three children all died young, he spent much of his

fortune on a superlative art collection. Some of this, which he gave to the

Today in France Le Notre is not only known as a great gardener but

because his personality was beloved he has become part of the folklore

of the country. To Frenchmen, because he was the son and grandson of

of it. Moreover, Le Notre was unique for his probity arid honesty at a

privileges depended almost entirely on royal favor.



The grandfather of Le Notre, Pierre, had been h

The gifted scion of such a family was naturally given

walls, garden houses and stairways for gardens. After these experiences

he returned to the Tuileries where he helped his father. At twenty-eight

given his first job of remodeling, of which he was to have many through-

out his life. This first remaking of an old garden was at the Luxembourg

In the day of Le Notre no style of laying out beds and paths other than

the classical had been conceived. Nature was feared and not enjoyed,
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signed by Le Notre at the Trianon, he thought he was planning a natural-

istic scene and spoke of streams encircling trees and shaded paths under

strictly geometric. His gardens' reflected the thought and life of his day

where the curves and lines of geometry, recently developed by Pascal and

Descartes, and the strict delimitations of class and rules of etiquette

them to exact forms in art. Their drama was modeled on the three unities

their clothes 'were stiffened with buckram and whalebones, and their

stream flowed between banks of stone or marble, the paths as also the

and even the flowers were clipped to form set patterns.

the thought of his time but they have a grandeur and sweep, a balance

and dignity which makes them superb when viewed in any age. He was
completely master of the scenery in his parks, for to carry out a picture,

he leveled mountains, changed the courses of rivers, and built great stair-

ways and terraces. The grading was as smooth as the marble surfaces

of the many statues which bordered paths and pools. In the handling of

composition, light and colors, the effect of his gardens, which were always

set in a frame of trees, was similar to the effect of painting by Poussin or

and for, . For;
roses, magnolias, rhododendrons and lilacs which ornan

America and on the mountain slopes of western China.

The paths were always wide enough for light to come across them and

fall on a statue. In his woods the light shone through the trees to brighten

a bench or cast rainbows on the jets of a fountain. Paths through these

woods, made in the shape of a goose's foot {patte d'oie) radiated from

like columns in a vast cathedral.

nature. Mind rules supremely in them. The whole garden forms a unity



VERSAILLES, THREE CENTURIES AFTER LE NOTRE



There is no ugly style of gardening. Each is beautiful when it is used

plan and where the garden does not follow the three fundamental rules

crystalized by Le Notre and his school. These rules are : The garden should

garden £/«£ <Day {May 20

d by Dr. William J. !



ZNew Type of Tree Sprayer at the Qarden

By P. P. Pirone

A DEMONSTRATION in the spraying of shade trees with a new

the tops of 100-foot trees took place at the New York Botanical Garden

May 4 through the courtesy of the Starner Tree Service Co. The new

device, called a jet-air tractor sprayer, has been developed by H. Palmer

Starner of Scarsdale, arborist, who is head of the company. The prin-

the spray will control all the more important insect pests on these trees

until mid-July or later.

INVISIBLE ACTION
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oAfoot in ^Mexico

AT the southern end of the most recently inaugurated section of the

Pan-American highway in Mexico, south and east from Oaxaca, lies

Settl<

"ensWe'coalaltgoonTa.11 are accessible-

forest, iso

-to the fc

lated

The joiurney described herewith mlay be considered a sample of wl

Out of Tehuantepec lies the town of Jalapa, to which there is now daily

bus service via the Pan-American highway, plus a few miles of dirt road.

Pedro, then, beyond Las Tejas river, it winds through the pass between

Guiengola and San Pedro to emerge onto the plains beyond.

Beyond Jalapa one's choice of locomotion is, as it has been for centuries,

foot or horseback. The trail runs slightly west of north, parallel with the

Rio Grande, and passes through a low-lying irrigated area where corn is

grown throughout the year. Three leagues—or three hours—from Jalapa

the trail crosses the river. This is an ideal spot to stop for a meal, to rest,

or to camp over night on the wide sandy bed. In the quiet of the night,

Jalapenos would readily provide accommodations, and meals, we chose to

advance to the Rio Grande crossing, four leagues from Lachiguiri, the

153
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On the morning of the second day a stop was made at the halfway
stream, the arroyo Pichancha. for coffee. The cook was my good friend

and ideal field companion, Juan Ramirez—Chontal Indian and unofficial

Beyond here the path becomes increasingly hilly and the last long league

before Lachiguiri is a constant twisting climb until, at an altitude of 2,600

deep in its bowl-like valley, with the mountain looming large behind it.

Among the kinds I remember are the mango, avocado, chirimoya, papaya,

banana, chico sapote, mamey sapote, coconut, anona, orange, lime, black

sapote (Diospyros species), ciruela (Spondias species), almendra (Ter-

minalia catappa), clavellina (Bombax species), and cacalosuchil

The Mountain of Bewitched Jaguars

In Lachiguiri arrangements were made for the morrow, and one Celso

of a person also resides in an animal. A bewitched "tigre" might well

be dangerous!

We were to reverse the route taken in 1940, and our procedure, in the

kitchen. I had brought along a cloth for straining. At 5 a.m., by the light

sparkling stream at 4,400 feet altitude. Here a halt" was called for break-

fast and for a general check-up. Collecting would now be started.

Directly above here Milla biflora and other bulbous plants are plentiful.

Then, at 5,500 feet altitude, there is a small cave where in 1940 I had found

a dwarf begonia growing in the interstices of the limestone walls. The

previous collection had become a war casualty and new tubers were wanted

now for Rudolf Ziesenhenne, California begonia specialist I re-entered

e by V





the dome. Detouring hen

flora. In shaded spots' anc
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. Two s s of d

growth. The
near Chamaedorea—has simple, slender spikes of red fruit. The other i

a Chamaedorea, On the first trip I had noted its possibilities as a pot plan

green. In their natural habitats one of the attractive features of this grouj

dom show these fea

species of Chamaedorea in i

it may readily be seen how rich is the region in specie

e the



Later, E. J. Alexander identified them, from leaves and fruit, as Gilibe

species. In the denser growths, especially through thickets in shallow <

and are usually well trodden ; the occasional tunnels through thick vegi

Orchids and Other Epiphytes

Xear the top. orchids vie for the center of attraction. Many are "bob

Arpophvlhim. The 'three most spectacular in bloom are Epidendrmn vi

limim, on trees; Epidendrum radicans. terrestrial; and Isochilus linei

blanketing rocks with its miniature reed-like stems and purple flowers.

7.000 feet altitude, where it is alternately bathed in cool, moisture-la.

BY A COLLECTOR C
MOUNTAIN OF LA

N THE FLOWER
CHIGLTRI
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with red flowers. The latter, which is a species I have only recent

described, has great possibilities as a pot plant. It is of botanical intere

as the only species of Nopalxochia known in the wild. N. phyllanthoides-

better known as German Empress—the only other member of the gem
has been a popular house plant for more than a century, yet its nati

habitat is still unknown. I half hoped to find flowering plants of N. Co
zattiamtm. but someone had said April, and the rows of small buds no'

in March, verified this observation.

fust below the summit now, we threaded our way through a dense stai

of young Cuprcssus. Evidently a fire had made a clean sweep of the old

trees. The top is so flattened it is necessary to look around to make su

there are no higher levels. The altimeter registers a little over 7,1(

dominant trees here, and heaths—Vaccinium, Pernettya, Gaultheria—ior

a large part of the undergrowth.

Water Supply from a Large Kromeliad

By this time we were on the look-out for a camp site. The summit w;

too exposed, but a few hundred feet down the southeast flank, a likely spot

was found and we settled under a sheltering oak. With accustomed pre

ficiencv Juan soon had a fire going. In the meantime Celso climbed

nearby oak and carefully bent some rosettes of Tillandsia "imperialis" ove

this is cpiite clear ; small frogs, salamanders, and other minute animals th;

find refuge in bromeliads are mostly forced out when the rosettes becom

water-filled. A most interesting study might be made of the association (

Our

spans the bow of the Rio Grande, between Jalapa and Nejapa. The peak

to the left is Cerro Jilote—goal of other field trips. On the ridge, to the

left of Cerro Jilote. stands the Mije village of San Pedro Jilotepec. The

Pan-American highway is on the far side of the range.





lirly dry. The night before I had gathered a stock of palm leaves for

yself, ostensibly against possible rain, but they were used for bedding-

Most of the morning was spent collecting and picture taking. Some fifty



The south slope, below camp—especially between 6,500 and 5,500 feet

altitude—is the habitat of a number of interesting succulents. A massive,

silvery-spined Mammillaria—the largest I know—and the now leafless

dwarf shrub, Sedum Conzattii, with flowers of rich purple, the petals

lum closely resembling G. MacDougallii, recently named by Mr. Alex-

ander, the type locality of which is Tenango, in the Chontal mountains to

the south. A dwarf dormant dahlia later proved to be D. Merckii. An
Epiphyllum, referable now only to something near E. crcnatum, replaced

Nopalxochia Conzattianum on oaks.

The changed orchid flora Of this drier slope includes Cattleya citrina

and a Stanhopea, the flowers of which later matched those on the fine color

plate of S. Martiana in "Illustrations of Orchidaceous Plants" by Thomas
Moore. The species of Bromeliaceae are also changed and are more
numerous. One of the more attractive of those in bloom is Tillandsia

"punctulata." the floral heads half red and half green.

In the morning there had been some doubt as to the direction of the

escalera (stairway) leading through the cliff formation, but now faint

A tall, few-branched Echeveria is common here ; this is one of a group

Alexander's E. carminea from San Matias Petacaltepec, in the Chontal

mountains to the south. To one side of the escalera, at 5,000 feet altitude,

lacking for proof. As with Nopalxochia phyllanlhoides, Nyctocereus ser-

in the wild. At the foot of the escalera is a fine group of a thicket-forming

species of Chamaedorea, stooling from the base. Of all I have observed,

Below the escalera, pine and oak continued with us. Seed of a tree

Jatropha was collected—since identified by Dr. P. C. Standley as /.

family. This was our last collection of the trip. Descending, we had

now passed below the zone of the flora characteristic of the "Cerro de las



Rose-Qroirers' T>ay ^Draws zJXCany Enthusiasts

To 'Botanical Qarden in the Rain

Tk /ORE than 350 eager rose growers spent the day at the New York

when the annual tour of the Rose Garden was scheduled to begin, there

away. The tour of the Rose Garden, under the leadership of Mr. L. C.

Bobbink and his associates, took place after 3 :30 p.m., with a faint sun

attempting to push through the mist. Up to that time, the program was

held in the Museum Building. Among those accompanying Mr. Bobbink

for main- years the manager of the International Flower Show, and three

members of the staff of Bobbink & Atkins, Robert W. Eisenbrown,

Peter J. Koov and Ludwig Menne.

University, second district councilor of the Rose Society, who presented

George A. Sweetser of Wellesley Hills, Mass.. the President, to the

of this type of rose. Mr. Morley. who himself is a grower of florrbundas,



S*t
s Day, June 1

that would extend the rose season six weeks or m<

bloom in early May. She spoke also of the China

"class of neglected beauties," and of the Bourbon

especially Pemberton's hybrid musk roses. 'They are white, buff, and

flowers are in clusters, with very fine petal' texture. They are ever-

continued with an address by Mr. Edwin de T. Bechtel'of Bedford. X. Y.,

a member of the Garden's Board of Managers, on "The Pursuit of the

Rose." Mr. Bechtel, who has been pursuing his gardening hobby for

lcluding Mr. Sweetser, Dr. MacAndrev,

'aul F. Frese, Editor of Flower Growi
istrict councilor, and Everett A. Pieste

'arks in Hartford, Conn. The questions bi

Allei , Mr. Eisenbrown,

boutSoEsEs



Breeding For 'Better Strawberries

SOMETIMES nature takes man by the hand or the scruff of the neck

and shows him a better way of doing things. Recently nature has done

that to us in our strawberry breeding. We have had projects for larger-

fruited, finer-flavored, later-ripening, much firmer-fruited and disease-

resistant varieties. Then nature pointed out that we needed, and needed

badly, frost-hardy varieties. A cycle of seasons with relatively late spring

frosts has occurred and we have had an almost total loss of the straw-

berry crop for three out of four years. However, we have been testing

wild strawberry selections from many regions in our fields, two of them

being from North Dakota. These two withstood frosts down to 23° F.

when in full bloom and only about 25% of the flowers were killed at 18° F.

How Freezing Temperatures Reduce the Crop

Commercial strawberry growers and gardeners rarely realize the extent

next ones, while the third flowers to open develop into fruits only one-

third the size of the first ones. Berries of varieties with low-branching

clusters. If a frost kills the first flowers that open, the largest and finest

berries are lost; if the frost kills the first several flowers, only small

berries will be left to ripen. A flower killed by frost will almost immed-



iately develop a black center. Severe frosts may kill even small buds.

If the injury occurs when the berry is very small, it is likely to stop

Crosses of the two North Dakota wild strawberries with midland,

a large-fruited variety, resulted in seedlings with fruit up to an inch

about as hardy as the wild parents. These seedlings are still a long way

When the commonly cultivated varieties are compared with more frost-

resistant strawberries, the advantage of the hardier flower types as

May 10, 1947, at Beltsville, Md., after several previous nights of 22

and 23 degrees, no flowers remained alive. But of the plants of Fragaria

virginiana from Fairmount, N. D., 56% of the flowers were still living

the morning after, and 82% of those from Sheldon, N. D. Ten percent

of the flowers of F. virginiana var. Grayiana from Louisiana also sur-

vived the cold. One selection from a cross of the Sheldon strawberry

with midland came through with 74% alive after the 18-degree tem-

perature late in the season. A large part of the flowers of other mid-

land hybrids with North Dakotans easily survived low temperatures in

The Howard 17 (premier) has been known as the most frost re-

arieties in the United States. The



Because the strawberry has the highest vitamin C content of any widely

awn fruit in the United States, it may play an important part in the

:t of the American people in certain sections. It has been found that

the country as a whole, but especially in rural areas, the major part of

: food consumed is produced relatively locally. If, in a given locality,

: foods produced do not furnish sufficient vitamin C, people in that

:a are apt to be deficient in vitamin C. Frozen and preserved straw-

For example, when Aberdeen, with its relatively low content of vitamin

C, was crossed with U.S. 2153 2
, which in 1947 was found to contain 103

mg. of ascorbic acid per 100 grams of fresh tissue, the offspring averaged

other hand, with an average of 90 mg., provided offspring which dropped

the average to 78 mg. when crossed with the high-content U.S. 2153.

However, nearly a quarter of these offspring, which include a reciprocal

cross, ranked high enough (90 to 129 mg. per 100 grams) to prove that

breeding for vitamin C in strawberries was a practical matter. Crossing

Oregon 1629s with U.S. 2153 proved the point again, for more than half

of the plants furnished an average of 90 mg. (In 1943, the average of

this hybrid was recorded as 96.) Midland, (86 mg.) however, produced

hybrids with U.S. 2153 of which only 18% contained above 90 mg. Never-

bcrry as a source.

Extent of Breeding Pro





acid, 1

Besides the seedlings set directly in the field for fruiting, 46,192

fested with the red stele root disease (2). In January and February

the seedlings were examined and most of them were found to have taken

the disease. However, 6,104 were saved, of which 3,791 were considered

highly resistant and 2,313 were entirely clean. Of those saved, 4,880

were planted in an infested field near Salisbury, Md., others in a nearby

field, in co-operation with the University of Maryland, while 680 were

planted at the U. S. Plant Industry Station at Beltsville, Md.
The problem of obtaining red stele resistance is not an easy one. For

has been especially serious. Among 4,128 seedlings' of this cross ex-

1,150 seedlings of a cross of two of our own highly resistant selections

(Maryland 683 x U.S. 3374), 326 were saved as highly resistant and 322

as entirely clean, a total of 58% being saved.

Strawberry breeding is carried on in co-operation with the North

Carolina State Experiment Station and State Department of Agriculture

at Willard, N. C, where this season (1948) 9,000 seedlings were ex-

the Oregon Experiment Station at Corvallis, extensive breeding work is

4,713 s

ind 2,073 v

»wers. This means, for one thing, breeding for resistance to a

like red stele root disease, the severity of which has made growing

v varieties impossible on thousands of locations. The new temple



To the consumer, finer flavor always is acceptable. Hence dorsett,

Fairfax, narcissa, massey, fairpeake, suwannee and others have been

introduced for their superiority. Crosses such as U.S. 2329 x fairpeake
and fairpeake x suwannee may give us still finer tasting berries.

now widely cultivated in eastern North Carolina, is nearly 50% larger

than the older blakemore. In North Carolina the cross eleanor roosevelt

to look at and excellent to eat. This and similar crosses indicate that

Varieties holding their color, shape and flavor after freezing will be

welcome to those who freeze berries for their own use.
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The Immortal ^Botanist

The Strange and Stirring Story of Jose Celestino Mutis and the

in the Time of the Kingdom of New Granada

By Victor Wolfgang von Hagen

THE king was utterly delighted. For once the hang-dog look which

Francisco Goya had captured when he painted his sovereign, Carlos III,

had disappeared from that face, that unregal face with its sharp-pointed

nose and pale-blue intelligent eyes. And the king smiled, actually smiled.

Called betimes by his chamberlain, he had been hurriedly dressed and

driven out posthaste to the Royal Botanical Garden, where he had been

met with bended knee by Dr. Casimiro Gomez Ortega, the botanist royal.

of exotic plants brought from the farthest corners of his far-flung empire,

and ushered into the director's room ; there into his trembling hands were

thrust the drawings which had just arrived by courier from his Kingdom

large, beautifully executed drawings of American plants, superbly colored

of the tropical flora of the New World. No one had ever seen such botani-

cal drawings, in or outside of the Americas, for their subjects had been

that suggested the oriental. They had none of the stiffness of arrangement

ceeded only by the colors, which were made, so opined the director, by
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Colombia). Dr. Jose Celestino Mutis, the director of the newly consti-

tuted expedicion botanica (his obedient servant who kissed the royal

hands and feet), begged to report that his "Flora de Bogota" on which

many of its projected five thousand drawings of which the enclosed were

a mere sample. At this the king's pleasure was boundless. He who had

initiated the greatest era of botanical exploration the world had then ever

known, and which was to endure over a half a century with the aid of his

was light," the king ordered that the great "Flora de Bogota" be published.

And so it was—or rather may be, one hundred and sixty years later.

Now in 1948, almost two centuries since it was begun, there is a strong

probability that the "Iconography of the Botanical Expedition of Mutis"

is to be published by the Spanish Government. This magnificent work

John James Audubon's "Birds of America" has been to ornithology), has

il don Celestino has bequeathed to botai

nidable ;

Was , D.C.,

demand the

rts and savants. While diplomats split the

les and nations hurl paeans of hate at each

i in the realm of science can still rise above

-ought together Ellsworth P. Killip, Head

Botany at the Smithsonian Institution in

ero, Director of the Jar

the original collections are deposited ; and they in turn are being helped by

These three scientists, each working in a different milieu, will try to

classify approximately 6,900 plates, and will make a selection from

among them to illustrate the nearly 2,800 species they represent. Even now,

despite the advancements of systematic botany, it is a gigantic undertaking.

'

:s place (unfortunately now less to prac-

y than

d by no les:

) that

leaus himself, who

w inmortale quod





Jose Celestino Bruno Mutis y Bosio, to give him his full legal and

sonorous name, arrived in America in 1761—and in a most sumptuous

New Granada—now the Republic of Colombia—he came as part of the

retinue that surrounded His Grace, Don Frey Pedro Mesia de la Cerda

(or Zerda). Born in Cadiz April 6, 1732, of a distinguished Spanish family

which over a period of centuries had given many of its sons to the clergy

or the army, Mutis had matriculated at primary schools in his native city,

then had gone to the University of Seville, where in 1753 he had been

years—a remarkably thorough education for the times—after which he

physician to the royal household. Young Mutis was apparently not entirely

spare from his duties he spent at the recently created Jardin Botanico,

where under Barnades he studied botany and dug his nose into Linnaeus'

Systema Naturae. Then when he could he botanized on the bald mountains

When Carlos III came to the Spanish throne in 1759 he brought more

than the three-cornered hat ; with the experience that he had had as King

of Naples, he implemented the "Enlightenment" and instituted long over-

due reforms. He stilled the inquisition and, following the example of

France and Portugal, dispelled the Jesuits from America, thus beginning

the famous religio-political struggles known as the "Wars of the Seven

Reductions." He sought to gain an understanding with Portugal over the

territorial disputes which had convulsed all South America, and he became

botanical research (continued by his successor Carlos IV) on which, in

time, Spain would expend 400,000 pesos duros, hard pesos, of millions

~ irlos III was therefore understandably sympathetic toof dollar.

tion with s<

ested himse

and mathematics. This

and asked' instead that he be allow

viceroy to the Kingdom of New Gra
So Mutis left with the viceroy on t

7, 1760, bound for South America.

also in animals, birds, astr

Xing that he named Mutis

le their studies in Paris,



18,000, its inhabitants living in spreading one-storied villas, that frowned

m narrow cobblestoned streets. It was the small capital of a great vice-

royalty, filled with massive churches attended by legions of monks and

tion." Bogota was dull and intellectually sterile, with a complete lack of

with p
but as time went on and his work became organized, he began collecting

By 1762, in addition to teaching Newtonian philosophy, mathematics, and

astronomy at the College of San Rosario, he was radically reorganizing the

June 20, 1764, he drafted a remarkable letter to his King which was in

economy of empire, he lamented the fact that all that the world knew of

American botany had come from foreigners—Sloane, Plumier, Brown,
Jacquin, Linnaeus and Loefling—and he urged upon his liege that Spain

ized a botanical expedition ".
. . for the immortal glory of his Majesty,"

initiate such a program. But Carlos, about to er

Yet Mutis never lost hope. Eve

h Franc

e King, his Ministers or Viceroys

t Pamplona, where for four

the man. He had come to the Americas in the full flood of youth, twenty-

eight years of age, tall, well built, with a glow of color on his cheeks.

mark upon him. Still he had accomplished wonders. Out of his own purse

aught t He
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reorganized the teaching of medicine, introduced a whole, new curriculum

of learning in the colonies, developed modern mining methods, and with

the aid of those modern mineralogical Agricolas he had brought to the

colonies, he taught the use of platina, the platinum which the colonists

'

"
• '774 he was able to have the King's

i bush {Symplocos Alstonia) \

ipecacuanha (Psychotria emetica) which one day would enter medical

hen Call

her colleague in power, Carlos III, for ;

and he, ever faithful, compiled such 'a dictionary from the manuscript-

vocabularies taken down by the early friars before the Indians were

Then suddenly, in 1782, and without prelude—recognition. Things

of belly, merry of eye, a worldly Archbishop weighted down equally with

"
il power of a Viceroy and the spiritual power of an Archbishop

'
"

-

" ' '
'

' lisplay of energy. Heerly astoun

1 Mut
tby h

hed piles of memoranda in the neat script of ill

gathering dust and silverfish in the viceregal archives. Gongora imm
ately sent for Mutis and when he arrived, cov(

accoutred in the habit of a priest. Mutis
&
connr

New Granada (which was really the business of the crown) that spiritua

hunger, as well as the consideration of mere living, had driven him intc

rch. Deeply impressed by Mutis the man and

him

by w eroy u

:ctor of the proposed botanical expedition and gave him orders to

employ a staff. By special courier he sent to Spain these proposals with

his recommendations. On November 1, 1783, in the Cajon de Espana,

Mutis was brought the royal sanctions; at last the King had approved
the expedition and Mutis was confirmed as "First Botanist and Astronomer
of the Botanical Expedition of Northern America" with 2,000 pesos annu-

ally and a budget large enough to employ all the assistants of which he
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had need. Moreover, the treasury was sending him an additional 2,000

doubloons to pay his indebtednesses, and further, the books and instruments

which he had ordered were now being collected in Europe. Every detail

of the organization that Mutis had planned for twenty years was granted.

He lost no time. Eloy Valenzuela, a learned priest, became his assistant.

the 'expedition with three followers, Bruno Landete, Pedro Fermin de

Vargas, who became one of Mutis' most valuable men, and Jose Camblor,

who went as geographer. Antonio Garcia and Pedro Caballero were

appointed as artists, but Garcia's health forced him early to retire and his

place as chief was taken by the famous Salvador Rizo, who was made

treasurer also. A young Colombian, Francisco Javier Matis, whom Mutis

had discovered sketching flowers in the field, also was taken on as artist.

headquarters in the ancient town of Mariquita, near the Magdalena river.

There, like Epicurus, he built a garden—a botanical garden.

Under the impulse of the expedition the whole of New Granadian intel-

DUtlyini ight t to plao

retinue of limners to work under Salvador Rizo, for the glory of science

. . . and for a peso a day, more or less.

The gods of learning were athirst. And even as Mutis was creating a

botanical explorers, Ruiz, Pavon and Dombev, where for ten years they

suffered the tortures of Tantalus, collecting plants ; to Cuba went Boldo

;

to the high seas in 1789 was despatched the ill-fated expedition of

to the remote eastern empire of the Philippines went Cuellar, to Mexico

in 1788 went another expedition which, under the inspired enthusiasm of

the Spanish botanists, Sesse and Mocino, collected a superb herbarium

which was to be published under the title of Plantac Novae Hispcmiac;

while in the Argentine and in the purple lands of Uruguay and Paraguay,

Felix de Azara worked for a space of twenty solitary years on the earth-

astounded Humboldt: "No European government," he wrote, "has ever

(To be continued)



^Duboisia in ^Australia — zA P^ew Source

Of Hyoscine and Hyoscyamine

By K. Loftus Hills

importance ; and from time to time new plant substances are discovered

which have physiological effects that cannot be duplicated in the laboratory.

Some alkaloids are known to occur in a number of different plant species

held lines of communication, the search for alternate indigenous or

naturalized drug plants was given a new urgency.

This incentive operated to an even greater extent in Australia than in

the United States, as the former country was previously almost entirely

dependent on overseas supplies of plant drugs and some of the species

concerned were neither indigenous nor naturalized. Much of the Australian

flora is unique, and although familiar to systematic botanists, its medicinal

the alkaloid, hyoscine. This drug, which in larger doses is beloved by

fiction writers as an obscure killing agent, was previously mainly used

in association with morphine at childbirth and as an hypnotic agent in

certain mental disorders. As the war progressed the demand for hyoscine



rose to unprecedented levels as it was found to be of great value in the

treatment of "bomb shock" and other war neuroses. Extensive experi-

ments made in connection with the problem of motion sickness in sea-

borne troops revealed that hyoscine was the best drug available for allevi-

ating the condition, and it was used freely from the Normandy invasion

onwards.

The small pre-war demand for hyoscine was easily met by reclaiming

the alkaloid from the mother liquors after hyoscyamine (the chemical

source of atropine) was extracted from the leaves of the belladonna

plant (Atropa Belladonna), or directly from

However, practically "all "the raw plant m;

suited in an acute supply problem.

:s of the Solai

e Universities of Sydney and Melbourne, t



and discovered that not only d d hyoscine occur in the leav s of certain

types of both species, but that

nd'mtnyc.the™ "aT*
n pr during

1 pre

been thought possible. Durin

^^^AusTrriiffrom this new'

7,000

This is said to exceed the total a enp oduced

There are only three specie e of which

occurs beyond Oceania. The th

Tnfwhi
a des

rangely

enough, does not carry the hyos

T^Zopo^defis
ip of alk

pica! species

long the eastern coas

D. Leichhardtii is confined to a relatively small s the

eastern highlands of Queenslar d. The latter specie in part cula is not



plentiful eavy inro

common to both species, has undoubtedly been one of the principal factors

in their preservation. Neither species is strongly competitive and both

among the first to establish themselves after forest fires, but they ulti-

The species have hitherto only been known in the wild state but suc-

cessful methods of cultivation have now been devised and there seems

larly cultivated drug plants such as digitalis and belladonna. Although

to survive quite severe frosts. Under good conditions seedling trees have

s great a quantity of alkaloid;

r of different types four,

The rapid growth of Dub



Roses For The Collector

As Presented on Rose-Growers' Day, June 10, 1948

By Gertrude Ailing Wright

1WAS delighted to be asked to speak on "Roses for the Collector,"

because as I go about talking on roses and seeing other people's gardens

polyanthas, and a dozen or so well known climbers, when there are so many
other beautiful species and varieties. With a moderately careful selection

which comes a week later—a double yellow as much brighter than Hugoni's

as Primula is lighter. On xanthina's heels comes Haeison's Yellow.
Another fine early yellow is R. spinosissima hispida Fruehlingsgold, with

gracefully drooping growth and enormous single yellow flowers. Nor need

bush filled with big single creamy-white blooms just about the time of

Thes jnd bri;

y hardy s Hug
. This

The same is true of the rugosas. Many people don't grow Rosa rugosa

because they don't like the purplish-crimson of the species, but there are

mittently all through the summer after her spring splurge, and then is fine

again in the fall. Dr. Eckener is a deep yellow to orange ; Blanc Double
de Coubert is a very fragrant double white, and Conrad Meyer, which

goes soaring up ten feet or more, has very large, double, soft-pink blooms.

All these and many more are flowering for nearly a month before the hybrid
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for

and keeps right on like a house afire all summer and all fall. Ir

is ahvavs the last bush to succumb to the frost. It was Thomas
s "Last Rose of Summer." Comtesse du Cayla is nasturtium-red

tinted, and fragrant—which is unusual in Chinas. It is especial!)

: and graceful and yet hardy.

tally c eally si

all those colors at once. White 'Pet is very dwarf and full of p
tiny blooms all through the season. The Chinas are not as tough as the

early species. They require the same attention floribundas ask for.

About the time the. hybrid teas start, so do the old garden roses—
centifolia, gallica, damasccna, alba and the Bourbons. In our garden these

old dears always steal the show from the modern prima donnas in mid-

is one we get lyrical about every year. It has three-inch single blooms of

a glowing rose-pink with a mass of yellow stamens, and one bush will scent

me for its perfection is Mme. Hardy, a pure white, very full bloom.

In the gallicas Rosa Mundi is about the gayest rose I know. It has big

semi-double or single blooms of white splashed and striped with cerise, or

and on the continent in the early 16th century. Mrs. Keays says of .the

gallicas that they are so tough they have to be plowed under to be killed.

Another fine gallica is Jeannette, a fine rose-pink. But there are at least

Dam;
The centifolia

roduce whole bushes full of bloc

tight bud which is crested like a



It is often called "Napoleon's cap," though goodness knows he never rated

a biretta. Petite Orleanaise grows to six or eight feet and is literally

a mass of very fragrant little double medium-pink dowers.

A moss rose is simply a centifolia which hasn't shaved. The blooms,

Old Pink Moss.

The species R. alba has wonderful blue-green foliage and clear white

single blooms of good substance. One of the best varieties is Great
Maiden's Blush, a tall bush with the same fine foliage and very beau-

tiful blush-pink four-inch saucer-shaped flowers. She's an aristocrat among

These are June blooming roses and as hardy as phlox. They like good
treatment but they are obliging when neglected. You will never regret

neatly as you have seen them here or they can sprawl gracefully. They will

bloom for a month if you prune some in the fall and some in the spring.

There is just one other group of neglected roses I would like to mention,

and that is Pemberton's hybrid musks. They have fine classic names such

salmon,' with very fine petal texture, the flowers are in clusters and the

plants, which grow fairly tall, are ever-blooming. It is a mystery to me

I have shown great restraint, for me, in mentioning so few varieties

because once I get started I find it most difficult to pick out favorites. It is

great fun to pore over Mr. Bobbink's old rose and shrub rose lists. (Need-

less to say, most of ours have come from him.) I suppose no rose lover

will ever be able to thank him adequately for what he has done for us and

is doing for us in making available all these utterly delightful and infre-

None of us could become another Josephine with her collection of all

the known roses in the world, but anyone of us can make our rose planting

infinitely more interesting and can enjoy roses a month to five weeks longer

by adding some of these fine species and old garden roses. If you do,
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How oJXCetasequoia, The "JCiving Fossil"

Was ^Discovered In Qhina

world. Since

gressing sea; and during the glacial period, glaciation has been little

desert like the Sahara, which prevent plant migration back and forth during

the glacial and interglacial periods.

most famous and was first rightly called the "living fossil'." But there are

Keteleeria, Amentotaxus, Glyptostrobus, Cunninghamia, Cephalotaxus,

and Libocedrus, among the gymnosperms and Ccricidiphyllum, Lirio-

dendron, Petrophiloides (Platycarya) , Sassafras, Nyssa, and many others

in Europe or North America from very ancient geological times. Other

genera of Chinese trees, such as Takvania and Fokienia among the gymno-

dron, etc., among the angiosperms, may be discovered some day in fossil

conditions also. Only the most striking relics are called "living fossils."

covered in 1941 in Wan Hsien of Szechuan province.



and saw on the roadside at Mou-tao-chi in Wan Hsien a

tree which was called by the natives shui-sa or water fir. This attracted

the attention of Professor Kan. Unfortunately no specimens were collected

at that time as all the leaves had fallen off. Next year Professor Kan re-

quested Mr. Lung-hsin Yang, the principal of the Agricultural High School,

to collect herbarium specimens for him. But these were not identified.

In the summer of 1944 Mr. T. Wang, a staff member of the Central

Bureau of Forest Research, went to western Hupeh to explore the

forests at Shen-lung-chia, and was asked by Mr. Lung-hsin Yang to go

the shui-sa at Mou-tao-chi.

At Mou-tao-chi Mr. Wang collected herbarium specimens of leafy

branches and fruits of this tree and thought it to be Glyptostrobus pensilis

Koch, or shui-sung, the water pine, which is a common deciduous

coniferous tree in Kwangtung province found also in Kiangsi. Mr. Chung-

lung Wu, an assistant in the department of forestry of the National

Central University, met Mr. Wang, who gave him a branchlet of the

water fir with two cones. Mr. Wu presented these to Professor W. C.

Cheng of the same department, who considered this tree not a Glyptostro-

bus but a new genus, on account of the opposite character of the peltate

fruiting scales, which differ from those of Glyptostrobus, although the

fir, from which Professor Cheng understood the morphology of this tree

me fragments of herbarium specimens Mr. Hsieh collected and asked my
opinion about this new genus, which he thought to be closely allied to the

wood and the famous big tree.

Mr. S. Miki, instructor in Kyoto University, entitled "On the Change

of Flora in Eastern Asia since Tertiary Period," in which he proposed

formerly known as Sequoia, disri'cha Heer and Sequoia japonica Endo,

both found from the pliocene beds near Tokyo. He found his new genus

Metasequoia differing from the true Sequoia in the long stalk and in

the opposite scales of the fruits. I had on hand also a paper by another



Kawakami coal mines in southern Saghalien. This I found to be

species of Metasequoia. Thus I published a paper in the Bulletin

Geological Society of China, Vol. 26, 1946, entitled "Notes on a Pal;

species of this remarkable tree in Wan Hsien of Szechuan

I then communicated with Professor Ralph W. Chaney ot the Depart-

ment of Paleontology of the University of California, whc had not seen

either Miki's or Endo's paper. On the basis of the descript

to him, Professor Chaney found that Sequoia macrolepis He r, S. fastigiata

Sternberg, 5\ concinna Heer, 5\ Langsdorfii Heer, 5\ Nord nskioldi Heer,

S. Reichenbachii Heer, and 5\ Heerii Lesquereux all belong

genus Metasequoia. He considered the discovery of this livin g Metasequoia

After Mr. Hsieh made the collection of herbarium specir,aens Professor

Cheng sent a specimen to Dr. E. D. Merrill for examinati

e to the fossil

genus Metasequoia and requested him to send $250 to enable Mr. Hsieh

to go to Szechuan to collect seeds. Dr. Merrill sent the n oney and Mr.
Hsieh flew to Chunking in the autumn of 1947 and then went to Mou-tao-



chi where he collected large quantities of seeds, which Professor Cheng

sent to Dr. Merrill, who distributed them to 76 institutions and persons

the Metasequoia region to make personal investigations. Early in February

this year Professor Chaney flew to Nanking and with Mr. Hsieh both

flew .to Chunking, from where they journeyed to Mou-tao-chi and Shui-

sa-pa in Lichuan Hsien of Hupeh province. In these bandit-infested

regions they explored for three weeks and took photographs and wood-

borings and collected herbarium specimens of plants associated with this

tree. I met Professor Chaney in Nanking in the latter part of March. We
discussed the phytogeny of Metasequoia and Sequoia, and ihe relationship

the same time we started the movement to establish a committee in the

Chinese government for the conservation of Metasequoia, which is on

the verge of extinction as there are found no more than 1,000 large and

small trees of this living fossil in existence, and the peasants are still

has been established, the ministries of interior, education and agriculture,

the Academia Sinica, the National Central Museum and the Fan Memorial

Institute of Biology all have representatives to participate in this work,

looking forward to the establishment of a Metasequoia National Park in

the type region. Professor Chaney was appointed a foreign member of

this committee. Professors Merrill and Chaney have jointly made an





in heigl

Mr. Hwa has journeyed extensively in Szechuan and Hupeh

was first discovered at Mou-tao-chi of Wan Hsien in Szechuan

There are found three trees, the largest of which is 33 meters

and 3.3 meters in diameter at the swelling buttress and 2 meters in dia-

meter at breast height ; the other two are small trees. These are all the

Metasequoia trees found within the boundary of Szechuan province. In

Chien-nan county of Lichuan Hsien of Hupeh province Mr. Hwa dis-

covered another tree measuring 30 meters in height, 1 meter in diameter

at breast height ; another in Wang-cha-ying measuring 35 meters in height

and 2.1 meters in diameter breast high. From Ta-pan-ying through Shui-

i long, then

1,000 individuals, among which the large ones tr

t 100, the tallest measuring 30 meters in height. The nati

the rice fields or streams or before their doors. North from Wan Hsk

center. Altitudinallv Metasequoia is distributed from 800 to 1,350 meter

Within this region there is plenty of rainfall and a large amount (

highlands in centn

As Professor Chaney returned to Nanking, Mr. Hwa was left behind to

Though no further discovery of Metasequoia trees has been made, he

discovered several large tracts of forests which have not been discovered

before. He made extensive collections of herbarium specimens. Surely

there will be new species of plants discovered. Latest interesting news

from him is that at the border region between Lichuan and Enshi Hsiens

he discovered about a dozen large trees of Taiwania, all about 40 meters

in Formosa, and the other in western Yunnan and Upper Burma. This

The discovery of a Taiwania in western Hupeh is interesting enough, as

it represents an endemic genus of conifer in China which is at the same

time the tallest and longest living conifer tree in China. Metasequoia is no

more than 35 meters in height and about 600 years or a little more in age,

while Taiwania attains a height of 60 meters. Mr. C. W. Wang of the

Fan Memorial Institute of Biology -has felled a large tree found beside

the upper Salween in western Yunnan, and found it to be L700 years

old. As Metasequoia has been now widely introduced in America and
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Europe, this new Taiwania should be introduced also, as it will thrive

in the same territory as the Metasequoia, and is an almost as interesting

but more majestic and more beautiful tree. Its discovery and the discovery

of Metasequoia prove that there are still botanical treasures to be found
in China, even in quite extensively covered regions such as western Hupeh,
an area long explored by Professor Augustine Henry, and Wan Hsien, a

region repeatedly traversed by Dr. E. H. Wilson and many other European

Since Chinese botanists have taken active part in the botanical exploration

and systematic studies of Chinese flora, numerous new discoveries have been
made, such as the genera Pseudotaxus, Nothotsuga, Smithiodendron,
Sinojackia, Rehderodendron, Huodendron, and Zenia, all interesting trees,

both botanically and horticulturally. Crowning all is the Metasequoia, the

fossil" discovered in Central China, the most remarkable botanical dis-

£hoosing and Qrowing Herbaceous Peonies

By Harriette Rice Halloway

TO head the procession of peony beauty, four marshals should be chosen
—if area permits. In chronological appearance they are Paeonia tenui-

' " '- • • id-like divisions of its leaves and its

, because it is the only fully shrubby

its hybrids, which are slightly shrubby in habit. Hard after comes the'mass

of P. albiflora—our best known herbaceous peony.

of plants—is to select what one likes, remembering at the same time to treat

them always according to their needs. The second is to keep in mind the

special use to which they are destined—landscape or cutting. When choos-

ing for landscape it pays to make every effort to see the plant in bloom

;

sufficient.
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M 1*

It is always better to buy one first-class variety than, even at the same
expense, two or three second-class varieties.

of choice : single, Japanese, anemone, semi-double, crown, bomb, semi-rose,

and rose. Illustrations and descriptions of these types are on pages 75-77

of Mrs. Edward Harding's "The Book of the Peony." Both of her books

years ago.

Wise choice of location is important. Low, wet areas are fatal. A spot

:oo close to a building means insufficient circulation of air; one too near

able is clay-loam. For plants which are to stand for some years, deep

digging—not less than two and a half feet—is essential as a reservoir to

hold food and water. Peonies are gross feeders, therefore well-rotted



bottom of the trench, although

5. Bonemeal is adequate for the

den loam. To allow for settling,

this work should be done at least two weeks before planting—better sooner.

Plants can be set from mid-September through October—the earlier the

better. They should be placed with the eye perfectly upright, two inches

or a bit more underground. The directions taken by the fleshy roots are

set roots should be mulched the first winter, to prevent heaving. The mulch

must be removed in the spring and thereafter none be used. Peonies are

better after freezing.

plants. There are, however, two additional factors to remember. The first

soil—-widely and deeply. It can be carted to some other location and fresh

even when following a different variety. The other essential factor is to

divide the plants being removed if they have stood for more than two or

Herbaceous peonies require little care. After the second year, in the

spring they should be fertilized with a mixture of bonemeal, wood ashes,

and fine humus. Cultivation should be shallow. In a dry season there

should be some watering. Except in the single varieties, if large flowers

are desired all side buds should be pinched out when very small—leaving

only the terminal. As soon as the petals fall the flower stalks should be

cut off part way down. The lower sections, with several leaves attached,

1 to help strengthen the plants. In the autumn the plants " '

'

be fertilized againi—this time bonemeal and wood ashes. Wheia browned

by frost all foliag.

n—whenever there is a stalk dry oir wilted it

should be cut wa;/ down ;and burned. This precaution plus sunlight and

1 keep the plants healthy. Lacking t

ked by a

you have no refei

Lack of bloom letimes be caused by great age or an

late frost. More owever, it is the result of divisions developing

slowly from wealc or aged plants, exhausted or infected soil, too much
treplanting-

From good varieties, healthy stock, properly planted, easily cultiv;

patiently awaited, peonies give rich reward.



The Immortal 'Botanist

The Strange and Stirring Story of Jose Celestino Mutis and the

Eighteenth Century Botanical Expedition to Colombia

in the Time of the Kingdom of New Granada

By Victor Wolfgang von Hag,

(Continued from the August issue)

Granada (Colombia) headed by Jose Celestino M
move its headquarters to Bogota. In full consciousn

the crown grants'

and concluded tt

royal printers, took over and tried to reduce the King's

e figures. The cost, it was soon determined, would be

.r letter addressed to all the officials of Spanish America,

expenses of war) was unable to publish it, unless individuals in the colonies

helped to finance it. There being little response, the project was dropped.

If Mutis felt disappointment, he did not exhibit it. He had been requested

saying he would rather remain in America until the 6,000 illustrations were

finally done ; but privately Mutis admitted that he was now so attached to

New Granada that he did not wish to quit it. And then too the weight of

his years was upon him and the desire for travel had gone out of his bones.

More and more he was relinquishing the administration of the expedition

writing desk, and out of his herbarium came hundreds of botanical studies.*

By this time the Expedicion Botanica was, in point of fact, a scientific

ing in the 'field and possessed of a library—one of the finest botanical



he had already petitioned his King to build for him. More than a men
expedition, it was a renaissance, for Mutis had taken many young Ameri
cans out of the calm satisfaction of their instincts and had given then

intellectual passion. There was young Matis, Francisco Javier Matis o

touches to his manuscript, "The Fauna of Cundinamarca." And Caldas,

of the melancholy eyes, then off in the jungles gathering plants, and Zea,

Francisco Antonio Zea, who already showed himself an excellent systema-

witii the harridan of politics more often than he did with the muse of

would be the precursors of revolt. Already on the waves of revolution

lapping over from the continent, the men of the expedition were frequent-
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For in one of the shipments of books to the expedition had come—one
knew not how—a copy of "Les droits de l'hommc," and this, perhaps

translated and surreptitiously printed the first Spanish edition of

was already convulsing the city. Out went the guard—into prison went

Antonio Narifio, exporter of quinine, cacao and hides, and treasurer of

tithes for New Granada, sentenced to ten years in a stinking, disease-

of its members took off quickly on expeditions to the jungles, but Zea

was caught up, sentenced to prison in Cadiz.*

To the credit of the Viceroy he did no more than to give stern warning

"keep to their flowers, their pistils and calyxes, and leave the strumpet of

politics alone—or else." And true to his word the King sent the money for

the promised observatory. He had his ambassador in London secure a copy

of the plans of the Greenwich Observatory designed by Wren and built in

1675, and this served as the model for the first observatory in the Americas.

The foundation of the observatory was already laid when, on September 21,

1801, the famous explorer, Baron Alexander von Humboldt, arrived in

;elebrated Mutis,"

Humboldt wrote to his brother, "the friend of Linnaeus who lives in Santa

Fe de Bogota, and to compare our herbarium with his." Humboldt was
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.s three thousand d

t to Mutis in his official house on Call

itrated the "Flora de Bogota" :
".

. . fo

ty painters working with Mutis and he

"With the exception of Sir John Banckes' library in London, I have never

seen a larger one than that of Mutis." When Humboldt left, Mutis pressed

from the "Flora de Bogota." Later, when Humboldt published his epoch-

making "Plantas Equinocciales" an engraving of Mutis was its frontspiece

weight of his years nor the accumulated effects of life in the tropics. On
September 2, 1808, the creator of the renaissance of New Granada died

in his adopted land ; his final request was that his "Flora de Bogota" be

printed with all its illustrations so that his forty-seven years of toil would

not have been in vain.

ted? Seized by Spain in 1816, after

Then again revolution and "Mutis" would be back in the mothballs. In

employ the Colombian botanist Jose Triana to begin the classification of

Mutis' plants with the idea of publication. Again, difficulties, and the work

forestalled. In 1935 after years of preliminary study of Mutis, Dr. Jose

away, this time to France for safekeeping. And so now after one hundred

and sixty years let us hope that there will be no other contretemps . . .

Yet the Expedicion Botanica did not expire with the death of Mutis.

Francisco Jose de Caldas, who had been born in Popayan in 1771, took

and to

ained unpublished in the Spanish'manner) before he settled down in

joti. But Caldas was living in a revolution and by July 20, 1810, the



lo on October 29,

Z hand in it, none wh did not hold

blic. A New Grana

th and sts, the

its life, s Cald s and the expedi

entered t le

ye

C°

r

"

s 1810 and 1816, fo'raZ
There nev

he flanks of New Granada. Then came the

me the the retreat,

tion, Elba , Wate Treaty

final defe at of w free to act

y assembled an a rmada, made up naostly o veterans frc

ars, Gen ral Pa bio Morillo as it ; his instru





"Pacification" w
within the city) ,

drumhead court of which Morillo was the firs

condemned were liquidated. It took this fierce general but a moment to

determine that the Expedicion Botanica, with the regiment of intellectuals

of soldiers, rounded up every one of them that had not fled, and seized

their papers. In the King's name Colonel Antonio van Halen took over

illustrations that had once brought tears to Carlos III and sent Humboldt

cornerstone of the intellectual life of New Granada.

drums, the sentence, command, a wall of fire . . . and the streets of Bogota

Botanica were captured and placed against the wall. To his death in a

festive mood went Salvador Rizo, chief artist of the expedition, one of the

most accomplished botanical painters of his time; next the aristocratic

Jorge Tadeo Lozano, a naturalist without apotheosis since his work on the

fauna of Colombia was completely destroyed in the holocaust. Those that

By the time they caught Caldas in the south of Colombia at the village

of Cuchilla del Tambo, just when he was about to escape, the destruction

was all but complete. Caldas wept openly when he heard of the destruction

of the expedition, its work lost, or scattered, its members dead, the work

of a half century made useless. In a letter famous for its stoicism Caldas

begged Morillof for a reprieve so that he might finish the work of the

Expedicion of which he alone now possessed the key. He begged not so

much for his life, but for an extension of that life in order to complete

the work of the immortal Mutis.

Morillo was unmoved. The execution was ordered to take place on

schedule. As Caldas, arms pinioned to his back, was marched out to the

square in front of San Francisco, more than mere man was dying, a whole

as Caldas dropped, perforated by' a dozen bullets, General Pablo Morillo

could be heard, declaiming in a rasping voice, above the rattle of musketry

:
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he Indigenous Food 'Plants

f West oAfrican 'Peoples

the present-day Afri.-an's food plants and methods of agriculture.

te Climate and its Effects

Over much of West Africa there is one long dry seas

e of "small rains." These climatic factors largely determi

hing, and planting habits of the people. The alternat

ars of very low rainfall or plagues of locusts, famine such as i

nes, emergency foods are gathered from the wild. Thes.

:y consist of tiny seeds of wild grasses, some of which are
I

: sun (1) * before being prepared for cooking. Wild fruit

: collected for food are cooked. Mushrooms (2) of various kim



The Food of Primitive Africans

sources of food, and refused to taste any kind of root or fruit whic

animals did not eat (4). Schultze (1907) reports that the Namas oi

Africa rob stores of grass seeds collected by black ants, grindii

roasting the flour they obtain thereby (5). Honey has always been

used in Africa, where it is generally robbed from wild bees' nests.

is taken. The use of modern beehives is

i Wesl



Prehistoric hunters in the largely uninhabited West A
probably noted, as African hunters do today, which fru

gorillas, chimpanzees, monkeys, elephants, antelopes,

up wild roots. It is certain that he discovered only by trial and error which

ss, and even in dea

s (6), so it was in West Africa (7). As primitive Africans

y brought

r hom<

refully p

When

MAURITANIA

FRENCH WEST AFRICA
FRENcfT^UD

<$/ COAST C

GULF of GUINEA ~B?*



Agricultural Practices

much more extensive. With the opening up of the country and the planting

of perennial crops such as cocoa, from the Americas, immense areas of

such forest have been cut down.

Swamps often made farming difficult, the huge buttressed trees, the

rapid regrowth of woody plants, and tl

lich replaces them is of an inferior type to the original forest. It is

own as "secondary forest" and consists of quick-growing and softer-

loded trees, as well as shrubs and climbers. Such areas of secondary

rest may be cleared again later, perhaps on more than one occasion, to

Sources of Staple Foods

There is little evidence that any of man's main staple foods occurred

wild in these rain forest areas. The two most likely indigenous crops

(Elaeis) — are both inhabitants of previously cleared forest land. The

yearly regrowth of yam stems and slow growth of oil palms prevented their

survival in the rain forest. Certain Cola trees, however, really occurred

and bananas, citrus fruits, pineapples, papaws (or papayas — Canca

Papaya), coco-yams, sweet potatoes, and maize — were all introduced

from elsewhere. In the drier grassy forest (savannah) regions, other food

plants such as the locust-bean (Parkia), beniseed (Sesamum), the shea

butter tree (Butyrospcrmum), yams {Dioscorea), Guinea corn (Sorghum),



the seeds to the New World, and in the 17th cen

reaching the West Indies, suddenly discovered the
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The so-called grains of paradise or melegucta pepper (Aframoimtm
Melegueta) of the Ginger family, better known nowadays as "Guinea

coast. ' The small, grain-like, spicy seeds account for the old name, the

Grain Coast, given to that part of the coast of Guinea on old maps.

are used outside of Africa mainly in veterinary medicine, domestic

remedies, and in certain alcoholic drinks. Africans themselves use them

n fat (broker's standard 46%).
s fat, called shea butter, is commonly seen in markets and is locally

orted, the shea oil being extracted from them and made into vegetable

in Lower Dahomey, a variety with a thick edible pulp being sold in the

markets in Porto Novo. From the kernels, which contain from 54 to 67%

Thi

',m" <5>5it
Edible Fruits and Seeds

portance. In West Africa there are well over 100 species of wild shrubs

or trees with edible fruits. These are mainly in the following eight

families: Sapodilla (Sapotaceae), Soapberry (Sapindaceae), Dogbane

(Euphorbiaceae), Madder (Rubiaceae), and Garcinia, related to St. Johns-

wort (Guttiferae). It is likely that all these and many others were eaten in

former days. The African still resorts to those places where the fruits

the task of collection easier and to encourage the growth of the trees. Then

follows a feeling of personal or tribal ownership, depending on the organi-

zation of such fruit gatherers. Some trees are thus actually inherited.



(Butyrospermum Parkii) — both, incidentally, named after Mungo Park,

the great explorer of the late 18th century. Both trees are abundant ; there

are probably more than seventeen million shea butter trees in French West
Africa alone ! And the fruits of both are practically everywhere harvested

from trees in a semi-wild condition.

protected from bush fires, consequently they yield higher crops. Other

fruit trees are planted in village areas or specially planted and cultivated

on farms. Among them are several species of Cola, .star-apples (Chry-



ingia gabonensis), bush butter tree (Pachylobus edulis), Christ's thorn

(lizyphus Spina-Christi), sorrel (Hibiscus Sabdariffa), West African

ebony (Diospyros mespiliformis), Kaffir orange (Strychnos spinosa), As-

Many fruits are eaten raw, as dessert fruits, an interesting example

being the akee-apple (Blighia sapida), named after the famous Captain

Bligh of H.M.S. Bounty. Only the oily yellow aril is eaten, for the danger-

in West Africa. The tree is also grown elsewhere, particularly in the

West Indies, where its name "akee" closely resembles its Gold Coast

vernacular name, pronounced "achee," from which it is probably derived.

Although the fruit has been commonly eaten in Jamaica, it was a long time

before cases of death resulting from vomiting sickness were traced to akee

Another dessert fruit is the West African plum (Vitex Cienkowskii),

minosis, especially in children.

Kernels of the "desert date" (Balanites aegyptiaca), which occurs in

dry regions where inundations occasionally moisten the ground, are some-



They also provide an edible oil.

Some fruits, such as garden eggs (eggplants), especially Solatium

vicanum, can be eaten only after cooking. Others may be either cooked

or eaten raw. The fruits of the hog-plum (Spondias Mombin) are some-

times stewed, and the arils of the akee-apple fried in oil or butter before

A few fruits, such as the Guinea or African peach (Sarcocephalus

csculcntus) of the Madder family and Solatium anomalum, are specially

dried for future consumption. Other fruits are pounded and fermented in

order to get a preparation which will keep for a considerable period. The
best example is the West African locust-bean (Parkia filicoidea), the seeds

of which are boiled for 24 hours, then pounded, cleaned, and allowed to

in West Africa, where the itinerant Hausa traders barter them, under the

Hausa name of daudawa. They are very rich in protein and contain also

about 17% of a semi-solid fat. Highly nutritious, they take the place, in

In addition, the yellow powdery pulp in the pods of the locust-bean is

' '
" id sold as meal or made into cakes or blocks which likewise keep
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til, or sesame in the eastern tropics, and as beniseed in West Africa!

vated for its seeds, which are rich in oil. They are 'used in the form of

The leaves are also added to soups. Beniseed is exported from northern

Another species, 5. radiatum, is generally found growing wild, but is

sometimes specially cultivated. A closely related plant, Ceratotheca sesa-

being eaten in soups.

The main oil-producing plant in West Africa is the oil palm (Elaeis),

which yields a red oil from the outer layer of the fruit. This is greatly

ing wild fruits of the region. One is a tall forest herb of the Arrowroot

family (Thaumatococcus Danielli), from which the soft jelly-like arils

of the fruit are used. The other is the fruit of a shrub or small tree,
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but is often specially planted. The pulp around the seeds causes a persisting

cannot be recognized, nor the bitterness of quinine. These curious effects

may last sometimes as long as one or two hours. Africans use them with

even to disguise the taste of stale food. These two fruits are both known

REFERENCES

oA New Race of (Double-flowered Daylilies

ByA.B. Stout

1 flowered daylilies (HcmerocaUis) that has been obtained by selective

breeding at the New York Botanical Garden. The type of flower may be

from the para-double type of flower of the two old clones of Hemerocallis

that were named Kwanso and Flore-Pleno.

The character of the semi-double type. In this type of doubleness, as

a rule, there is no increase or reduplication of any of the parts of a flower,

and especially of stamens and petaloids, as there is in para-doubles.*



acter of petaloids. In the semi-double flowers of daylilies a

merits of an anther at the apex of the common midrib, in which case the



face of the

a petaloid has only one side that is strongly colored like the face of a petal.

When there are secondary wings the colored side of each meets, and is

continuous with, the strongly colored face of the primary wing that is

ridges.

The occurrence of petaloids in daylUies. The writer has been observ-

ing petaloids in the flowers of daylilies since 1915. At first sporadic cases
'

(such as Luteola) and on hybrid seedlings. Later as the breeding work

or more petaloids in each of several flowers that 'were open at the same

The 'best of such plants were kept and used in selective breeding.

though most of the seedlings showed no

a noticeable increase in petalody. On thr

ity of the flowers had six petaloids. Am
1947 had ten flowers entirely petaloid ; fiv<

one with four ; and one with two Thus
obtained which has all stamens petaloid

The selections which have the most pe

whose flowers are shown in the illustrat

doubles (Kwaxso and Floke-Plkno)
thousand seedlings are being grown. Wh(

:her plant that first flowered in

flowers with five petaloids each

;

'
" wever, no plant has been



Hedgecraft in the ^British Isles

IN the United States of America, I am told, you do not plant and grow
hedges as extensively as in the British Isles. Therefore, the subject of

hedgecraft and of competitions in hedging — dating back more than 100

While the primary object of a hedge over here is to form a boundary

belts for stock and crops ; also as producers of organic manure and as homes

and nesting places for the small birds which destroy caterpillars and in-

numerable other pests. The hedge forms a characteristic feature of

English scenery, particularly in the Midlands, the South of England and

in Wales. Edward VIII when Prince of Wales and paying a visit to

Breconshire, remarked that he had never seen better hedges anywhere

than in that part of the country — his own Wales.

When a hedge is to be made, a row of bushes and small trees is first

planted and allowed to take root firmly. Then this skeleton fence is

trimmed, staked and "layed", until it forms a strong barrier. The

So, when the sapling is sufficiently grown to train — say in six. eight

or ten years — it is "layed." This means that it is cut so that its branches

may be bent and trained to grow to the right or left, horizontally. They

are twisted in and out of the stakes and of other branches, and thus they

form the best part of the hedge. It is often as long as ten years before

fill in.

Trees and bushes employed for the purpose of hedge-making are

many and varied. The only hedges comprised solely of one kind of

boundary plantings are made of. sav, vew, holly, sweet-briar, synnga, or

other more or less formal woody plants. All farm and field hedges

Each has its own virtues. Blackthorn, loved of the gypsies, makes a

rived from the old English for "hedge-thorn," is perhaps the most popu-



hedge-making in Wales. The purple willow, too, is a favorite hedge-

Hedge-stakes, to strengthen the fencing, are inserted down the center

in numbers of about twenty-one to every fourteen yards, in order to support

the hedge and keep it shapely. They are made of oak poles, larch poles,

or any other available wood. Each pole is cut into about three pieces for

this purpose, according to its length and the length required. No cord or

and tree branches.

In Breconshire, Wales, where I am for a time domiciled, hedging

competitions are held every year, as they have been for more than 70

years in this district. The entrants, all youne fellows, are the sons of

h the making of a

which have gaps or i

: marked off for .
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selected tor the purpose. Dead wood is wood which has been cut in long

lengths or sticks, has no roots, of course, and therefore does not grow.

Pliable dead wood is used in the case of hedge-making to thread in and

seventieth in the district — , the lads concerned had a special incentive

to do their very best, to show off all they knew, for a camera-man arrived

at the farm to take photographs for a film. The competitors were shown

the judges were pictured explaining, with illustrations, why full points

of the necessary operations.

The record time for laying fourteen yards of hedging, as here described,

was five hours. Full marks were acquired and the successful competitor

and ingenuity. I had seen seven or eight 'lads, keen as knife blades

<ing to the best of their ability. And I had also learned that then

The Role of zMulch

In Forest and Qarden
By R. R. Fenska

"CVERY forester knows the importar



\ drought. Also, as the litter and forest debris decay, the mineral nutrien

and nitrogen which have been withdrawn from the soil by the tre

mid plants in their growtli are returned to it. Thus the fertility of tl

On a hillside or slope a mulch w

. Whet

such as pachysandra. As the leaves accumulate underneath the tree they

are covered by the pachysandra and thus made inconspicuous. This is

one of the best means of maintaining healthy shade trees on well kept

lawns. When the trees are fed, the holes made for applying the tree food

may be left open and yet remain out of sight.

forest trees, in the garden it also greatly reduces, or even eliminates, the

growth of weeds. Those that do come up are easily pulled out of the loose-

textured soil. Many of them succumb for lack of light and air.

There are other materials besides forest litter which may serve as a

mulch. Some of those in common use are peat moss, sawdust, hay or

Snow is an excellent mulch when it really covers the plants that need

If there is not sufficient snow in a region, a mulch is highly desirable

for evergreens, for their leaves keep on functioning all winter while the

deciduous trees rest; but they simply can not get the water that they

need when the soil is a solid frozen mass. Whenever the sun shines, water
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save the life of an evergreen tree or shrub.

Deciduous trees also sometimes suffer when there is no mulch on the

ground. Frozen soil is responsible for the actual "freezing to death" of

many feeding roots on shallow-rooted trees, such as beech. Lack of

There are those who maintain that a mulch should be applied only after

the ground is frozen over. The argument is that the mulch is not to keep

is not nature's way of using mulch. Nature puts it down in the fall when

thawing may heave small plants or recently planted trees out of the

ground and expose their roots. But this is one of the special circumstances

naking tunnels which the little field mice would use to gain access to

he tender bulbs and roots that they like for winter fare. I have seen

mall fruit trees and dogwoods and magnolias girdled at the base by field

Therefore, a hard and fast rule can not be given that will hold good

for every condition. Sometimes an early mulch would be the logical proce-

dure, while in other instances it may be better to let the surface freeze

before a protective covering is applied.

On my strawberry beds I have used a perennial mulch of grass cuttings

for several years with good results. Each spring the mulch of the previous

year is forked into the top layer of soil before any new material is placed

on the beds. The result has been a friable soil with a good texture, almost

free of weeds.

In the forest we grow the "King of the Plant World" successfully with
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Oncoba—The "Qric" of oAraby

HUNDREDS of wild white "roses" abloom on a single plant are the

glory of a bushy Arabian tree being widely planted in the warmer
parts of Florida and California. Its name — Oncoba — is, like the plant

itself, of Arabic origin. The specific name of spinosa is in reference

to the many sharp two-inch thorns in the leaf axils. The tree grows also

in Nigeria, Kenya, Cameroons and Northern Rhodesia, often up to eleva-

tions of 4,000 feet.

Evergreen in favorable situations, Oncoba is deciduous when touched

and does not survive the winters even in north central Florida. Its dark

green, cherry-like foliage, often a beautiful wine-red when young, con-

In April and May comes the abundance of solitary, white, scented

large single white roses or camellias. In Nigeria,* the tree is called the

"wild white rose," though it belongs rather to the Flacourtia family and,

among cultivated materials, has almost no relatives in the Temperate

Zone.

The flowers, which grow in profusion along the leafy boughs, stem from

the under side of the young branches and turn sunward to last only a

for a month or six weeks the succession of flowers on what is facetiously

The Division of Plant Exploration and Introduction of the United

country and made it available to growers.



Oncoba blooms at 6 feet and rarely grows more than 10 feet high

pared with the over-all display of spring.

The fruits of Oncoba are smooth, 2]/2 inch spheres, flattened at tor

and bottom like those of the calamondin (Citrus mitis). They have verj

hard shells of a rich red-brown color, often with a sculptured surface 01

arkings

hollowed out and used for snuff boxes,,, or se:aled ag;

pebble;; placed inside to become ;i child's rattle, . The r

Oncoba in the Gold Coast means

Eacli fruit contains about fifty s

lemusThavibe'e

pulp wr
gl^aTwhen

this re lltMill Ch

but thi s is flatly denied by Dalziel ,. The seeds d<

e difficulty of se

) yield 3

iparating^he^mTll'selds

fromthe pulp is an unfavorable factor.

The leaves of Oncoba spinosa aie slightly serrat:ed. One oba Routledgei,

imonly planted in California, has

species of Oncoba in Africa and tropical America.



< REFERENCES ON ONCOBA SPINOSA

Flowers 'Dried in 'Borax

Notes After Eight Years of Experimentation

By Frances R. Williai
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it where wanted, first banking the flower with it firmly around the "outside

shape.

After the flower is dried, the powder should be removed with just as

much care. Again, fingers are the most efficient implement, quickly telling

you when you are in contact with a dried leaf or petal. A box that opens

at the corners lets the powder fall out along the sides, and it is then

easier to move away the rest. The box can be tied into shape again

The preservation of flowers by drying them in their natural form can

rapy, particularly when
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many of them hold their looks for two or three years, often mud
At present I am attempting to soften the appearance of the drie

and at the same time to kill the carpet beetles which sometim(

them, by spraying them with an insecticide plus glycerine, but

had no success. I would like to know what to use. In the m
moth balls and a sprinkling of borax placed with the specimen

have put away for reference does an excellent job of keepinj

My list of successes and failures in drying plants in their natu

follows. The division into excellent, good, fair, and poor i

especially on the appearance of the dried plant. Does it look ne;

a fresh flower, and are the color and shape good? Some are still

Dm, Oyster (Pleurotm

Jingle (Paeonia officm
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SOURCES OF ILLUSTRATIONS OF WEST AFRICAN PLANTS

Ereeugnisse, R. Sadebeck: Ptlygal^blt^mceT (v

&

2S7)^Treculia afrkana (p. 266)?



The Indigenous Food 'Plants

Of West oAfrican 'Peoples

s. In a region where foodstuffs of

.' The West African people fore, r<

Cooked Fruits and the Like. Seven members of the Pumpkin family

vulgaris), for example, is almost certainly of African origin. Although it

improved varieties, especially the tubercled form, may be as good as the
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iten by the

Cucumeropsis edulis and C. Mannii are cultivated chiefly for their

white oily seeds, which are parched and eaten or, like those of the water-

melon, pounded and added to food.

is probably spontaneous from West Africa to India without interruption!

Several varieties are cultivated, some of which are cooked and eaten before

The fluted pumpkin (Telfairia occidentalis) is a native of West Tropical

extension, such as at the edge of forests, to its persistence after previous
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cultivation. The fruits, which are often very large and covered with

a waxy bloom, contain a number of large seeds. The cotyledons, which

have a pleasant almond-like flavor, are the edible portion, being put into

soup or cooked and eaten like beans. The seeds contain an oil used in

A related species, T. pedata, has similar properties, and its seeds are

roasted and eaten in Gabon, the seedcoats being removed and the kernels

pounded into a paste, mixed with fish, and then cooked in a banana leaf.

This plant is apparently better known in East Africa and the Mascarene

Polygala butyracea is probably a relic of ancient native culture, and

Guinea and in Adamawa the seeds are parched, ground up, and added to

soup. The method of preparation resembles that used for making ground-

poor soils and may be a useful addition to local food supplies.

Two species of Hibiscus, okro — or okra — (H. esculentus) and sorrel

(H. Sabdariffa), are grown. Okra is believed by De Candolle to be of

undoubted African origin. Marcgraf, who saw it in Brazil, quotes its

Congo and Angola name, quillobo, which was corrupted by the Portu-

guese to quingombo — hence the name "gumbo" given to the plant in the

United States. The plant was cultivated by the Egyptians long before the

Several varieties occur in West Africa, where the fresh, dried, and sliced

herb. Sorrel (H. Sabdariffa), known in Sierra' Leone as sour-sour be-

cause of its acid flavour, is a native of either tropical Africa or America,

but probably the former. Today it is grown throughout the tropics. After

een calyx and epicalyx,las faded, the fleshy red,
3

in malic acid, are used in soup, either in a ire

" the calyx for making jelly, chutney, jam,

, The seeds:

m oily soup . They



used iiaudawa (Parkia filicoidea) describ.

the locust-bean is scarce. The leaves of t

when cooked, and its leaves are

es, much the same as the widely

:d above*, in those regions where



:or centuries, for it has numerous vernacular names there. The bitte

Tuits of two other species, 5. aethiopicum and 5. duflosinuatum, ai

similarly cooked and eaten.

Chevalier states that Sesbania pachycarpa is sometimes grown aroun

villages in upper French Guinea for the sake of the seeds, from which

fermented extract is prepared as a substitute for those of Parkia describe

above. The seeds of 5. punctata can be used in the same way.

The bush butter tree (Pachylobus edulis) is specially grown from seec

s for the sake of its fruits, the outer portion of v " '

iled. It c t fruit or e

times cultivated like Sest

Eood in the same way.

1 in West African cooker

as field crops then

These are the Bambara gr

"geocarpa" groundnut (Ker.

common groundnut, or peai

Another West African edit

indnut (Voandzcia subterranea) and the

ngiella geocarpa), both of which, like the

The various uses of Parkia have already been discussed*.

Spinach Plants. Ninety-nine species of West African plants are men
tioned by Dalziel as having edible leaves, but it is likely that an even large:

number is used as food. Some occur wild, but may be cultivated as well

and Hibiscus (okro and sorrel), occur as farm crops. The leaves of twi

Labiates, the tea-bush (Ocimum viride) and O. americanum are used ii

salads, and the latter in soup in northern Nigeria. The leaves of the semi

mp-leaved hibiscus (H. cannabinus) and the

(H. .

:ooked. They are somel

iked leaves prepared for

Lted plants having edible 1

wild I



in Africa aKH^as^c^S to Dalziel, it is cultivated

West Afric;

country of i

Africa than

is in India and elsewhere.

irs to have wider cultivation

Gynura c

times grow: soups -and sauces. The lea-.

Lted form of Senecio Biafrae,

have been used both as a vegetable and as a beverage, bei

drunk like tea. Though the In<iian mustard (Brasska junce

is widely distributed in the tropics, it is believed by Burkill to be of pi

n origin. In the East it is cultiv

oil in its se.eds, while the young leaves are used as a vegetable, much 1;



pot-her d from

Upper Niger and from

Root Crops. There are a number of edible species of yam (Dioscorea)

in West Africa, although certain ones, such as D. sansibarensis, D. Quart-

iniana, D. mhmtiflora, D. smilacifolia, and certain wild forms of D.

dumetorum and D. bulbifera deserve to be classed merely as famine foods.

Most of them tend to be poisonous unless thoroughly soaked and the

liquid discarded. While used mainly as a famine food, the wild tubers of

such preliminary treatment. When cultivated, this species is used for

The potato yam or bulbil-bearing yam (D. bulbifera) bears aerial

bulbils which may reach a diameter of 3 or 4 inches. They are of two

of all species of Dioscorea, and was introduced into America during the

slave trade. The cultivation of this plant in order to develop larger bulbils

i Wilden i 1938 ti

the eating of the bulbils resulted in the death of 32 soldiers ! Toxic forms

like this and other poisonous species, such as the three-leaved yam (D.

often been sufficiently improved to be edible. These have lobed or star-

shaped tubers, varying from white to yellow. They are easy to grow,

yield heavily, and are also easy to harvest. The poison is removed by

peeling, slicing, pulping and soaking, preferably in running water, other-

wise in salt water. A coarse starchy meal is sometimes obtained from this

yam. The tuber of the cultivated form is mucilaginous, and, after soaking

such as coco-yam (Colocasia), which was taken there by the Arabs, and

by the Portuguese. But the Guinea yam (D. cayene'nsis) was, according to

Burkill, a crop plant entirely developed by the African himself. Almost
certainly, it was originally grown in Guinea (hence its name), and its

which, the yellow yam, is sometimes called the "twelve months' yam";





ason of about eight month,

vay, after which the top wi

widely grown in tropical Afric

:llow yam. Yams of both rac

lave trade. Both produce tube

n Burkill's opinion, originally Asiatic. B
: sprouting, it was taken to East Afri(

delyg 1 Afric

1 by Heckel to be of Abyssinian origin. It is

Congo Basin, and is grown preferably on mounds' or broad ridges, by the

Hausas of northern Nigeria. Numerous small tubers are produced, some

reddish-grey or reddish-yellow, others blackish-brown, and others greyish-

white. It is propagated by softwood cuttings and by tubers, which take

er, they

. In

Cole

crops.

lay be 1

more feet in height. Although it occurs wild as well a!

West and Central Africa, its exact original locality is unknown. It is

grown chiefly in the Zaria province of northern Nigeria, but also on

the upper Ivory Coast, in upper Ubangi-Shari (under the name of dazo),

and in the lower Congo. The softly hairy and cylindrical tubers are

similar to the ordinary potato. They are more difficult to propagate than

the Hausa potato (C. dysenterkus) , and are generally grown from tubers,

torial regions tubers can be obtained almost throughout the year. Under
proper cultivation it is probably possible to get larger yields from this

y other Labiat



There is a wild yam-bean (Sphenostylis stenocarpa) in West Afri,

it is possible that its country of origin is Abyssinia. Though occasi

found wild, the plant is generally cultivated, along with yams and
It is also grown in French Equatorial Africa, the Congo Basin, ;

East Africa. The tuber, in appearance like a small sweet potato, 1

Two kinds of coco-yam are widely grown in West Africa, but be

introductions — Xanthosoma, called tannia, from America and Col,



Similarly, eight local species of bulrush millet (Pennisetum) are in culti-

vation, being generally grown in ^still drier regions than those used for

growing Sorghum. Both cereals feature largely in local life, especially

in the drier regions of western Sudan and northern Nigeria. An in-

digenous finger millet (Eleusine corocana) is cultivated in northern Nigeria

both as food and for malt. Two species of Digitaria are sometimes culti-

Zaria and Zinder in Northern Nigeria a closely related species, Digitaria

There is one cultivated West African variety of barley, Hordeum vul-

and O. Stapfii, are grown; 0. glaberrima being cultivated inland from

French Sudan to Northern Nigeria, and O. Stapfii in Gambia, where it is

regarded as the original rice, as it is hardier than any other form.

Two varieties of wheat are native to West Africa, an awnless soft



buns, or finely ground with butter or even made into a form of macaroni

called taliya by the Hausas.

Certain plants are used as condiments, digesters, and relishes. The

and Asia, and is not American at all, except by introduction. Its leaves

Sola,

stuffing for fowl, or may be boiled with n

:ultiv; '

soup.

daudawa (Parkia).

small black berries being quite bitter, when wild, and used as a digesti

tonic and appetizer for sick persons. When cultivated, the fruits a

mixed with other food.

upper Niger valley, Mauritania, ai " ' ~
' ''

'

e (Afra w Melt eady
-. The kernels of Irv

in various African foods, and the Labiates Aeolanthus heliotrofioides

and A. pubescens are cultivated for use as a flavouring in soups.

can also be made from the sap of the fan palm, Borassus. From the fruits

of a wild grape (Cissus caesia), an acid drink or vinegar is obtained in

regions — India, for example. West African peoples, however, do make
sweets from extracts of fruit pulps of certain trees, such as the tallow

tree (Detarium senegalense) , West African ebony (Diospyros mespili-

formis), Cordia abyssinica, and Vitex grandifolia, honey being added in

some cases. Although sugar-cane is grown, it is not a native, and the



Beverages of Many Kinds

Unfermented Drinks. From the ground-up seeds of the African bread-

fruit (Treculia africana), a kind of "almond milk" is prepared, while

from the fruits of the semi-cultivated hog-plum (Spondias Mombin) a re-

freshing drink can be made. The powdery edible pulp from the fruits of

two or three leguminous trees, such as the velvet tamarind (Dialium

guinccnsc) and Parkia biglobosa, is macerated in water to make other

unfermented beverages. When this Parkia is used, honey is sometimes

added to make a soothing drink for children. If the West African locust-



bean (Parkia filicoidea) is used, the drink prepared is sometimes mixed
with tamarind water (from Tamarindus). The seeds themselves of P.

filicoidea provide another kind of unfermented drink when ground to a fine

is prepared from the macerated fruits of the jujube tree (Zizyphus Jujuba),

pulp of the desert date {Balanites aegyptiaca).

Fermented Drinks. Palms are the source of most of the fermented
beverages, chiefly the oil palm (Elaeis), the Raphia palms, the fan palm
(Borassus), and even the small wild date palm (Phoenix reclinata). The
trees are often tapped as they stand, but on the Gold Coast in particular

the oil palm is first cut down, then an incision is made in the trunk, and
the wine is collected daily. It resembles ginger beer at first, but becomes
increasingly intoxicating later. In parts of West Africa, palm wine is used

instead of commercial yeast in bread-making.

The fruits of several dicotyledonous trees are also used in the prepara-

tion of fermented beverages, examples being the black plum (Vitex

Cienkowskii), V. grandifolia, West African ebony (Diospyros mespili-

"vine rubbers," (woody' climbers) in the genus Landolphia. The seeds of

millet (Pennisetum),. and others are frequently made into fermented

Coffees. The species of Coffea present a curious situation, as about ten

kinds of commercially useful coffees are native to tropical Africa, some
still occurring in the wild state. Of these, five species are native to West
Africa — namely, Lagos or Abeokuta coffee (Coffee Abeokutae), Liberian

Leone, Upland, or Stenophylla coffee (C. stenophylla), and C. Maclaudii.

Stenophylla was, according to Dalziel, cultivated in a small way long ago

in both French Guinea and Sierra Leone, and was probably grown in

French Guinea in early days by the Portuguese. According to Afzelius,

Liberian coffee was being cultivated in Sierra Leone in 1792, and has

Several other species of Coffea of more or less economic interest grow in

West Africa. There seems little evidence, however, of the use of coffee

as a beverage by West Africans in pre-Portuguese days. The chief coffee

plant of the world, and the source of "Brazilian" coffee — that is,

Arabian coffee (C. arabica) — is a native of the Abyssinian mountains.

According to De Candolle, the use of coffee was very ancient in Abys-
sinia, and the berries were probably collected from wild plants for centuries

before the plant was cultivated. Its use spread later to Egypt, Persia,

and Arabia, and so to other parts of the world.
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The Oaks of Florida

TREES give character to the scenery of any region. In Florida this is

especially true because of the relatively flat topography. Of the severalespecially

hundred kinds of trees with

important by reason of both number and variety. Twenty-ei;

hilly or flat, sand or clay. From the Atlantic Oce'an to the Gr

e. Over vast

If of Mexico!

•om the Georgia line southward to Lake Okeechobee.

pines, the oaks hold swav. Only toward the extreme southern tip of Florida

do they yield to other groups more tropical in adaptation

disillusioned, therefore, until he reaches' the southern half of our state.

Nevertheless a visitor, especially from the North, soon becomes aware of

he has been accustomed to seeing. In contrast to the winter aspect of his

home town streets, here there are avenues of large trees clothed with dense,

dark green foliage. Most of these trees are oaks.

In fact, so generally a

Floric

cattered through it. Three species of evergreen

almost to the exclusion of all other trees in these



months of the year. The water oak (

ing the leaves, which are broadened toward the tip so that they are obovat

For i

giniana), called "live" because of its truly

ivided into

sive spreading branches a few feet above the ground. The live oak flowers

completely bare. The leaves are about the same size and shape as laurel

oak leaves but are rolled over or slightly recurved at the margins. The

eep cup:

and shallow

ided

ri park

hazard, it must be pruned early to induce a taller main trunk. It requires

of large branches. In its natural habitat in low hammocks and lake margins,



Oak Trees in Florida's Hammocks

The hammocks of Florida are amc
phytogeographic features. These are :

broad-leaved or hardwood evergreen

vergreen oaks, several species o

The white oak (Q. alba) is

the state. As in the far north

:d and round-topped. The light



In a few of the higher hammocks along the rivers in western Florida,

By far the most numerous and important species in the white oak group

other two. This tree is widespread in hammocks from central Florida

colloquial names. One of these, "basket oak," refers to the frequent prac-

tice of weaving thin strips of the straight-grained wood into baskets for

cotton and other commodities. Forest-grown trees have tall straight trunks

with few small branches and the pale scaly bark characteristic of its group.

Lumber cut from this species far outstrips in quantity and value all other

oak timber cut in Florida; in quality it is second only to white oak. The
acorns, which are borne in deep rough cups, are the largest of those on

any Florida oak, and are sweet. The fact that they are relished by cows

(Q. austrina). The leaves are less deeply lobed than on the white oak and

Florida it occurs only in hammocks of the central and northern parts where

it may attain large size if it escapes the lumberman's axe. The straight tall

The Florida oak with the most beautiful leaves is the Shumard oak

deposits are only a few feet below the surface. As a result its distribution

is rather sporadic and the tree is only locally well known. The cylindric

The leaves are almost elliptical in shape but divided into' 7 or 9 distinct

lobes, the tips of each of which are further cut into 3 to S or more slender

bristle-tipped points. The black oak (Q. vclutina) is not a common tree in

Florida but it does occur in hammocks in some of the northern and western

counties. In general it is much like the Shumard oak in appearance but

the bark is often nearly black, the leaves coarse, and the acorn cups thick

ir Bottoms and Their Characteristic Trees



confusion with the narrow-leaved forms of laurel oak.

One of the red oaks, the swamp red oak (Q. pagoda) occurs in the bot-



aefolia).

The typical white oak of the river swamps is the overcup oak (Q. lyrata).

almost to the midrib. The acorns are most peculiar, in fact unique among
Florida oaks, for often they are almost completely hidden in the rough

scaly cup. This unusual fruit probably serves well in the distribution of

overcup oak since its low specific gravity permits easy water dissemination.

doubtedly the m

commonly called flatwoods, and the other high and rolling and referred to

as high pineland. These two types of habitat, one very wet or very drv

depending on the season of the year and the other always well drained,

support very different kinds of oaks. The flatwoods usually appear desti-

le of tl ,. One

is common in the flatwoods too but it is also found in many other areas.

For instance, it forms conspicuous patches on the rocky pinelands south of

Miami where few other oaks occur, or it mav be scattered in the edges of

hammocks all over Florida. It bears elliptic to lanceolate leaves 2 to 5

promptly pop out of thei

Its

Although if

many areas the frequent fires following destructive lumbering have pre-

vented reseeding. The only evidences of the pine are the fire-blackened

several'medium-sized oaks. By far the most common tree in these areas is

the turkey oak (Q. laevis). The large leaves are divided into 5 to 9
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the coarse crooked twigs all winter, almost until the new growth starts.

The thick gray bark is deeply and coarsely furrowed with rough vertical

yet being used commercially.

Turkey oak is often replaced in western Florida, especially on clay soils,

by the blackjack oak (Q. marilandica), a tree of similar characteristics.

Blackjack oak has distinctive leaves with large, broadly wedge-shaped

Next to the turkey oak, the bluejack oak (Q. cinerea) is the most fre-

quent tree in the high pinelands. As its botanical name indicates, it usually

character and its small size distinguish it from the laurel oak, although its

leaf shape and round acorns in shallow cups are very similar.

The Cover P^ure . . g™„ giniana
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other individuals have leaves with only 3 indistinct lobes near the tip, and

Bushy Oaks of Scrubs and Sand Dunes



excessive drainage that are known to Floridians as "scrubs," often bearing

names such as the "Big Scrub," "Sebring Scrub" and "Lake Marion
Scrub." Most of these areas are clothed with sand pines, dwarf palms,

bination of ericaceous shrubs and small oaks. Any one of these types may
predominate but the oaks are almost always present. Of these shrubby

species, the most common is the myrtle oak (Q. myrtifolia), which occurs

most commonly as a dense bushy shrub, often forming irregular thickets

inland and the tops there have such even contours that they appear pur-

stiff stems branch intricately and, according to the fertility of the soil, they

The' ialf ir

often produced in abundance. Occasional trees of this species reach 30 feet

Rolfs oak (Q. rolfsi) is a poorly understood tree of the lower Atlantic

rigid tree witli an irregular crown and stiff twigs. The small, leathery,

angular leaves are blunt at both ends and the short-stalked, usually paired

Chapman oak (Q. chapmani), named for Florida's botanist, Dr. A. \V

Chapman, is widely distributed in the state as far south as the Everglades.

Over most of the area it occurs as scattered individuals or colonies but in

the multiplicity of branches characteristic of most woody plants of these

areas, and the obovate, frequently three-lobed leaves are somewhat larger

by the yellow tinge to its foliage. Occasionally on better soil it reaches a

height of 25 feet but the bushy form in the scrub is the conspicuous type.

Another oak of the scrubs, the sand live oak or twin oak (Q. gemmata)

is also widely distributed in other parts of Florida on excessively drained

soil. It is frequently listed by botanists as a variety of live oak and has

esty of :
ief differ, >right





Whatever time of y s to Florida he will find the oaks

autumnal coloration, but in Florida only' a few take on bright tints in the

on a fine display of color in the spring. We have mentioned in passing the

of the turkey oak and highlighted with soft grayish pink by the new shoots

of bluejack. If there is a backdrop of dark green longleaf pine, the picture

is completely beautiful. The scrubs present their most interesting color

combinations when in their spring garb. Although there is a crazy-quilt

pattern of golden browns, light and dark greens throughout the year, the

No matter what the season of the year. Florida oaks are interesting.

From the yard-high runner oaks to the 100-foot swamp chestnut oaks;

from the simple-leaved myrtle oak to the finely divided leaves of the

Red oak's: 6. Q. laevis- 1. Q. shumardi- 8. Q. mmilandka- 9. Q. jalcata;

White" oaks': 11. Q. prinus; 12. Q. muehUnbergi- 11. Q. alba; 14. Q



^Puerto Rico's Qbristmas Tree

By Edward P. Hume

FOR almost 400 years the people of Puerto Rico have celebrated Christ-

mas only as a religious festival in keeping with the tradition of the

Spanish colonists. The giving of gifts, especially to children, is left for the

"Dia de los Santos Reyes," January 6, the anniversary of the Three Kings

bringing gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh to the newly born Christ in

because of the lack of a dormant period in this climate. The choice is thus

narrowed, for practical purposes, to local broad-leaved trees or imported

evergreens. The tintillo or escambron, Randia aculeata, a member of

the Madder family (Rubiaceae), has come to be the one most widely used.

sivel'y. Other common names for the tintillo are tintello, tantillo, palo

brier, dogwood, and lately, Christmas tree.'

and' possibly Mexico 3

though seldom seen above 1,500 feet elevation. It nourishes particularly

San Juan. In the well-drained limestone hills there, known as the Hay-
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stack Hills because of their shape, it often occurs in ass

Perhaps its close association with other plants is a shade reqi

ing the early stages of growth. This apparent need for plan

thickets the young plants have a tendency to be sparsely



Each year, at the approach of Christmas, a small industry springs up

near metropolitan San Juan, as woodsmen gather tintillos and bring them

one-half as much as for imported trees. They are still not commonly used

in Puerto Rican homes, but their popularity increased tremendously during

When these firs are shipped into the island they are apparently given

no special care, and sometimes more than half the needles have fallen before

the trees are put up for sale. The tintillo, while it lacks the dark green

well, especially if the base is mounted in water. At the Federal Experiment

Station, trees pulled up with stumps of the main roots attached, then set

expected to last from Christmas to January 6. The sharp spines make
caution necessary in mounting and trimming but help to hold the decora-

tions from slipping.

Tintillos, which may grow as either trees or shrubs, sometimes attain a

height of 30 feet, occasionally more, but the trunks, generally 6 to 9 inches

in diameter, are seldom large enough to be of use except as fence posts.

The dark brown wood, which is said to be strong and durable4
is close and

break through. That it is easily adapted to any desired shape was shown
some years ago when the Forest Service grew a few closely clipped trees.

The tintillo has some value as an ornamental, although neither the

greenish-white flowers nor the grayish fruits are particularly striking.

It does not appear to suffer from diseases. The only insect observed

fasciculation at the point of entry, but these swellings are not noticeable

more than a few feet away. Little angel orchids, called here angelitos
(lonopsis utricularioides) are often found attached to the branches.
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Progress in the Caribbea



new! complete! helpful!
The latest flowers in their true colors
—with explicit cultural instructions

in Wayside's greatest
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A New Journal on Bryophytes years of hi
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SEEDS OF RARE PLANTS

THE PIONEER SEED CO., Dimondale 9, Mich., J.S.A.,

wish to obtain seed of any rare plants, either by exchange

or purchase. Write for a copy of their monthly cata log of

Rare Flower Seeds.



Bobbink & Atkins

Visitors Always Welcom,

Bobbink & Atkins

Paterson Ave., E. Rutherford, N. J.
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